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University of Missouri-St. Louis

H~mosex~als

Center of Campus Attention

Dun ng Area Meehng

University Senate Approves
m~~,nt,hing:o~ke t~~~ Sexual Grievance Policy Changes

Veh~cles Vandaltz~d
by Kevin Kleine
managing editor

Members of the Lesbian/Gay
Campus Organization have enjoyed
a relatively peaceful existence on
campus until obsenities were written
in
lipstick
across
the
windshields of several of their cars
and on the windows of the J.C. Penneybuilding Nov. 18 after they held
a open house for other Gays and Lesbians from metropolitan area
campuses.
" When things like this happen,
you get angry and tired of see ing it,"
said Tim Cusick. president of L/
GCO.
Cusick reported tbe incident to
tbe campus police to get it
documented. Cusick says that
events of this nature are often not
reported.
"We want to give them the idea
that things like this do happen and
can happen." Cusick said. "We are
fortunate that we ' don't have the
direct violence in S1. Louis as well

as the university. "
Violence against gays and lesbians is on the rise according to a
study published by the AntiDefamation League, Cusick said .
Homosexuals are singled out for
more hate crimes than any other
group.
"It needs to be kept in mind that
we are the victims of harrassment,"
CUSick explained. " We don 't1ive in a
vaccuum. Things like this are part of
daily living for people like me that
are out."
In spite of the obsenities smeared
on the windshields, Cusick feels that
the members of the St. Louis
Women's Choir, speaker.s and
guests at the open house went away
with a bad feeling about the
university.
"I don't think they came away
thinking
UMSL
is
this
big
homophobic campus," he said. "By
and large, the majority of people on
this campus just don't care. It's just
a couple of individuals that make it
rotten for the rest of us."

-Tim Cusick
Cusick was somewhat irritated
with the attitude of the police who
responded to the scene and the witnesses involved .
" Some of the staff members there
thought it was rather comical," he
said. "About four of them were sitting at other table and smiling.
Witnesses stated that a man and
woman were seen walking from J.C.
Penney · building with lipstick.
Police have no positive identification to go on. Cusick said that the
only male/female couple was Student Government Association pres ident Jerry Berhorst and his date.
"Jerry just wouldn't do sometbing
like that," Cusick said. They 're putting the blame back OIl us . We've got
to get rid of this mentality of blaming the · victim. That's what the
security idiots are doing; I don't like
that. But I can't refute the story of
the witnesses." he said.

by Cathy Dey
associate news editor
The UM-St. Louis Senate has
taken an important step toward
implementation of a new university
grievance policy. At their November
2 meeting , the
Senate
unanimously passed a resolution
that would add AIDS victims and
sexual preference as categories
under which grievances can be filed
in the Discrimination Grievance
Proc edure for Students of the
University of Missouri Collected
Rules and Regulations.
This
Senate
resolution
is,
however, only the first step since
the policy change must ultimately
be approved by the Board of
Curators.
The current policy , which has
consistently frustrated
UM-St.
Louis students who try to file
grievances of discrimination or
harassment based on sexual preference, is "390 .010 Discrimination
Grievance
Procedure
for

Aery ~s

Bomb
Affects Campus

Draw Nevets
reporter
A bombshell. That is how .university presidents statewide described
Shaila Aery's "Focus on the Future"
report that she gave in Columbia,
Mo. on :\ov. 1l.
According to Aery. Missouri's
commissio ner of higher education ,
the post-secondary education system of Missouri is of "ave rage
quality ' and needs a $300 million to
S500 million boost. Aery's report
focus ed on ideas of bow to increase
the quality of education in Missouri
- ideas that are to be debated. and
possibly acted on.
In Aery's scenerio. UM-St. Louis
would face drastic changes.
Among Aery's ideas for the future
are to :
• Close Nor thwest Missouri State
University (:Y1aryville).
• \1ake Soutbwest Missouri State
Cniversity (Springfield) a fifth campus in the Universi ty of ;Vlissouri
Svstem .
. Transfer Lincoln University's
(Jefferson City) land-grant status to
Harris-Stow e State College in St.
Loui s.
• Change the University of Missouri 's urban campuses - UM-St.
Louis and UM -K a nsas City -to
schools whicb offer only upperlevel courses and graduate progr ams. The urban campuses would
also de velop transfer agreements
with commllni.'..y colleges for low erlevel courses.
OM PresidEent C. Peter Magrath
told the Sl. Louis Post -Dispatc h that
he had not bad a chailce to closely
examine Aery 's report. but that he
believes that <; on the whole , all of
these issues are good for discussion.
Tbe bottom I in e is , we need to look at
tbe resources needed for higher
education ...
Chancell(,r Marguerite Barnett
said in a memorandum sent to
facultv and s taff on Nov . 15 that the
unive;sitv has its future in its own
hands and that tbe university should
take steps to keep the situation as
such.

"We at UM-St. Louis have already
gone a long way toward defining
such a 'vision' (as mentioned in
Aery's report) in a 'well-defined'
manner in our five-year plan," the
memorandum
states.
"Our
Partnerships For Progress initiative ... has provided the campus with
a great deal of support and put us
more in control of our situation than
many other institution of higher
education in the state."
The Missouri Coordinating Board
of Higber Education plans to
examine Aery's report in more
detail later this month.
According to publications around
the state , very few people are in
favor of any of Aery's ideas. SWMS
President Marshall Gordon seems
to be the only person wrestling with
the idea of joining the UM system.
On one hand, SWMS would benefit
academic programs as well GIS
expanding the graduate programs
and research. Th e drawback is that
the four campuses already in the
system have enough tension between them in the competition for
funding, Gordon said.
One pers on strongly opposed to
Aery's paper is State Senator Pat
Danner of Smithville, MO . "Read
my lips," said Danner. "Northwest
Missouri State UniverSity will not
close. "
Aery proposes closing NWMS on
the grounds that the population is
drupping in that section of th e state ,
30 to 40 percent of the students are
from Iowa instead of Missouri and
the sthool has lost man y of its
accredited programs. If the school
was closed, Aery said, there would
be $170 million to $175 milli on
available for other state schools.
But "c losing Northwest will be
harder than nailing Jell-O to tbe
ceiling, " Rep. Tim Kelly said.
Even though land-grant statu s
would help Harris-Stowe greatly ,
the school doesn't want to make
gains by way of Lincoln's loss. Lincoln University is still trying to
recover from financ'ial mismanageSee AERY, page 4

Students".
Paragraph A.1 reads, "It is the
policy of tbe \Jniversity of Missouri
to provide equal opportunity for all
enrolled students and applicants for
admission to the University on the
bases of their race , co lor , religion ,
sex , national origin, age or disability. Sexual harassment s ball be
considered discrimination because
of sex."
Cathy Grossheim, a member of
the Senate Student Affairs Committee that made the motion for the
grievance policy change, said that it
is the responsibility of the Universit.y " to create a barrier-free and
non-hostile e nvironment for all
students '.
Grossheim also said that UM -St.
Louis is a campus rich in diver s ity
and nee ds to protect that aspect of
itself.
In February of this year. a prob lem arose after th e Current
published a classified ad in a spec i al
" Valentine Personal s" section of

the paper. The ad was offensive to
gays and les bians a nd prompted stu dent Tim Cusick to attempt to filea
formal co mplaint with the University against the newspaper.
However, Cusick was told by Tony
Chambers, Assistant to the Vice
Chancellor for St udent Affairs, that
he
had
a
"no n-grievable
grievance ".
" Th e Senate is s howing that they
unders tand (h ere is a probl em, and
the problem needs to be address ed,"
Cusick said.
While Cusick praise d the efforts
of students, faculty and staff " many of whom are lesb ian or gay
but man y who are not" - who su pported the policy c hange, he also
voiced dissati sfactio n with the·
attitude of t he adm inis tra t ion.
"It's not the University that
pu shed fo r th is pol icy; it's the
faculty. staff a nd s t udent ." Cusi ck
sai d. "I do n't feel the s upport is
See PROP OSAL, page ..

Lit. Magazine
TakingWorks
by John Kilgore
reporter

Scott Brandt

IN THE SPIRIT: The Community Evergreen Tree
stands in the University Center as a reminder that
this is the season to be grateful.

The U:\I-St. Louis Literary
Magazine is accepting poems ,
essays , short stories a nd art w ork
for its fifth edition. due out thi s
spring .
The student-run publication c onsiders only work submitted by UMS1. Louis students. Deadline for
sumbissions is tbe seco nd week of
February.
" It's an opportunity for someone.
who might otherwise never have a
chance, to see their riames in print."
said Lit-Mag editor Norman Welch.
"It's not only for English majors .
There are other students on campus
who are interested in writing and
can write well."
Welch said that Lit-Mag, like
many student organizations . s uffers
from having a low-profil e "We'd
like more students to be aware of the
magazine and take the tim e to r ea d
it.· ' he said. "We think the~' would
like it if they did."
Deci s ions on what to publish a nd
what to leave out of the magazine
are made by a volunteer staff o f
students who, acc ording to We I h .
make a 11 the decisions regarding t he
magazine. All submissions are con-

s id ere d an nymo usly.
" It' a ch a nce [0 see t he t houghts
th at ot he r s tudent s a r e exp r ess ing ."
We lch sai d. "Peopl e woul d be surpri s ed if they saw what ot her
st ud en ts a r e wr iting."
We lch sai d he c ns ider s the work
pu bli s hed by the mag az ine to be of a
hig h qual ity. "SO g od t hat some of
the good one s have n't been used." he
sa id.
The maga zine acc ep ts s ho rt
sto ries and es say s fr om fil'e to
seven typewr itt e n pages in len gt b
"T he es s ays would nee d to fit into
th e context of a lit er a ry maga z ine."
\V e lc h sa id . "T hey sh o uld not be
str0ng ly te c hni cal. The\' would need
to touch the ex per i ence of the
r e ad e r ...
\\' elch said th e- m ai nstay of tbe
m agazi ne is the poe t ry . " ]t ·s what
we r e ciel'e the m os t of. " he said. The
m agazine also acce pts p hot os and
draw in gs t be rep rod uc ed in blackan d- wh ite .
Subm iss ions can be le ft in on e of
1\\' 0 lit -m ag m a ilb oxe s on campus .
One ma ilbox is loca ted on the
seco nd floor of University Center
and the oth e r is in L ucas H all in tbe
Englis h dep artment. Submissions
:lre not returned.

ProfessorEugene Corey, 53, Dies
A memorial service was held on
Monday, Nov. 28 for Professor of
Chemistry Eugene R. Corey. Dr.
Corey died on Nov. 24 at his home in
Bellerive as a result of a ruptured
abdominal aneurism. He was 53.
His is survived by hi s wife , Joyce
Corey, who is a professor of
inorganic chemistry at UM-St.
Louis.
Dr. Corey had been a member of
the UM-St. Louis faculty since 1969.
He was one of the first two senior
fa cu lty members bired by the
chemistry department.
A native of Oregon City, Ore. , he
earned his bachelor 's degree in

chemistry from Willamette University in Salem, Ore., and his doctorate from the Univer s ity of
Wis consin-Madison. He also taught
at Wiscons in-Madison and at the
University of Cincinnati.
Dr. Corey was known as an
excellent teacher and was awarded
the Amoco Foundation Good Teaching Award at UM-St. Louis in 1976.
His research was in structural
chemistry and chemical crys tallography. He was the author of
about 40 scholarly articles. He was
perhaps best known for his dissertation research, in which he completed
the
first
structure

determination of a large transition
metal carb on yl clust e r molecul e .
Such syst ems are widely studied by
chemists
for
thei r
possible
applications as cataly s ts for indus trial applications.
Dr. Corey was a p['ominent member oftbe campu s co mmunity. twice
serving as secretary of th e Univer sity Senate. He also served as secretary' of tbe Faculty' Council. Most
recently. he served as chairman of
tbe University Senate Bylaws and
Rules Committee.
UM-SI.. Louis is establishing a
grove of trees at Bugg Lake in
memory of Dr. Corey. Anyone wish-

Eugene R. Cor e y
in g to part icipate in enla rging the
grove can send their co ntrib ut ion s
to: Tbe Eugene R. Corey Memorial
F und. clo University Relations. 42.6
Woods Hall .
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Test your knowledge of
"Current" events in the
Current's
soon-to-be
traditional end of the year
quiz.

The Riverwomen bounced
back from a season opening loss towin their first two
games at home.

Due t o W inter bre ak, the
Curre nt will not publish
ag ain unt il Jan. 16.

See page 6

See page 8
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Newsbriefs

' CaOlpusEve nts
f 'RIDAY, DECE MBER 2

..

FRIDAY, DECEMBER9

• D~m'ce Brazil: Brazilian .folk rituals performed as part of the
International Di'lnce Series co-presented by Dance SL Louis and
pre$entedas part of the "Mov eable Feast" at the J.C. Pemjey
Building at 8p.J;ri, For mare information call 553-5818. There will
also be performances on Saturday and Sunday.

MONDAY, DECE MBER 5
• Chancellor's Humanities Lecture. Series: " Goodness and the
Force of 'We. '" British phHosopher Bernard Williams will speak
Monday at 2 p.m . in room 331 of the Social Sciences and
Business Building.
• Chemistry Series: "Synthesis and Characterization of Some
Organic Cond.u ctors / ' Toshio Maruo of UM-St. Louis will speak at
4 p.m. in room i20 Benton Hall. Coffee will be served at 3:30 p.m.
For more information call 553-5311.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6
.

.

.Chancellor's Humanities Lecture Series : British philosopher
. Bernard Williams will speak on "The Place of Deceit in Public
Life ;' at I p.m. in room 126 of the Social Sciences and Business
Building. For more information call 55 3-5273 .

WEDNES DAY, DECEMBER 7
• Booksigning Recepti on: The Center for Metropolitain Studies
will sponsor a booksigning r eception for Vera B. and Jame s C.
Olson , authors of " The University of Missouri: An Illustrated History ,' at 3 p.m. in room 362 of the Social Sciences and Business
BUilding. For more information call 553-5?73.

Througho'ut November and
December, the Thomas Jefferson Library will display an
exhibit th at shows how the
John F. Kennedy assassination
affected St. Louis. The exhibit ,
lo cated in t he library , in cl udes
local newspaper accounts , a
diary entry by a local pacifist,
public statements by St. Louis
political groups and a chronology of conspiracy theories that
surro.und the assassination.
Admission is free . The library is normally open 7:30
a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Monday
through Thursday, 7:30 a.m. to
5 p.m. on Friday, noon to 5
p.m. on Saturday, and 1 p.m. to
9 p.m. on Sunday.
The exhibition was
developed by the UM-St. Louis
Department of Exhibits and
Collections. Manuscript
material was provided by the
Western Histori cal Manuscript
Collection at UM-St. Louis. For
more information call Kenn
Th omas at 553-5129 or
Maureen Pahlman at 553-5820.
Nov . 22 was th e 25 a nniversary of the death of President
Kennedy. Th e 1963 event began
a wave of political

• Good Morning Vjetnam. The real Adrain Cronauer will host a
multi-media presentation in tb.e J. C. Penney Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Tickets will be available for $3 on Dec. 5 in room 250 of the
University Center or at the door the night of the performance .
The Univeristy Program Board aJso plans to show the movie
starring Robin Wi~liains on Thurday Dec. 8. For more information call 553 -5536.
• Holiday Madrigal Feast: The Department of Music invitesyo}1
to join its acclaimed Madrigal Ensembl.e for an Elizabethan Madrigal Feast held at 6:30 each night through Dec. 1 in the J.C. Penney Lobby. Music, magic and a meal are all included . Tickets are
$23 per person. Seating is limited to 150 guests each night; so
make your reservations by Dec. 1. Formore information.can 5·535992.
• Business Seminar: "The Law and Fi.nance of Corporate Insider
Trading Around the Announcement of Tender Offers." Thomas
Eyssell and Nasser Arshadi of UM-St: Louis School of Business
Administration will speak at 2 p.m. For location or other informa • .
tion can 553-6272.

MON DAY, DECEMBER 12
• Accountants Roundtable: Luncheon at th.e Marriot Pavilion at
11:30 a.m. For more information call the UM-St. Louis Alumni
Association at 553-5776.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21

iiI!!!II!!!!IDo

• Merry Christmas! School is out until Monday, January . 16,
• Chancellor Marguerite Barnett will hol d open office hours in
. 401 Woods Hall; 10 a.m, t o 11 a.m. for s tudents and 11 a.m. to noon
for faculty.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8
• A mass ; the Feast of Immaculate Conception, will be held in
room 78 ofthe J.C . Penney Building at 9:30 a.m. , 11 a .m. and 12:30
. p.m. All students , regardless of denomination, are invited.
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EXECUTlVE
TRAINING NOW

NSHMBA

GrarIducn.

Hea~h

His 100

Science & Culture in the Western Tradition

Ed 308

Microcomputers: Classroom Applications for Teachers

Ed 308

Basic Education: Teaching,the Adult

Ele Ed 241

Teaching Science in the Elementary School

Assessment

ContInuIng Educatlo~xtenslon, 31~Marillac
Call for Registration Materials: 553-5370

r-o------a------o.-----o------c.----~~

1 O-KEY HELPFUL
PAID TRAINING PROVIDED
MORNING-E V E N ING-WEEKENDS

EVER!

START

Park 'kIT JC'C Hilioll
II J.'.1U N:llu ral Klid~e RJ .
St. L'lll i,. \1 0
~

Entrepreneurship-Small Business Mgmt.

Nur 220

ORIVERS LICENSE REQUIRED

!1~

APPLY TODAY AT:

-----------------

.~p. lll.

Earn UM-St. Louis Residential
Credit at Home on .Cable
in St. Louis & St. Charles

shiffs available for those

Thl' 19SX Des tin Jl ioll \IH.\ Seminar lIill he held:
L)d . Ill.

The Newman House and
Wesley Foun.dation are thanking those people who partiCipated in the Oxfam
America fast Nov. 17 and 18 ,
Over the two day fast the
organizations raised ove r $50 0
on the UM-St. Louis campus,
doubling last year 's total.

WORK AVAILABLE TO FIT STUDENT
SCHEDULES

pay available for all skill levels.

:ar1C:tl=l~d NO FEES

DD D

$$$ EARN EXTRA INCOME $$$

II with reliable transportation. SCHOLORSHIPS & weekly

Come to Destination MBA.
A seminar for Black and Hispanic
coUege students and graduates.

The Financial Management
Association , a national
organization, has recently
opened a new chapter at UMSt. Louis . The student-run club
is oriented to finance majors.
Those interested in the club
can contact Dr. Gorum at 5536267 .

Undergraduate and graduate course.

. Winter Commencement: Held in the Mark Twain Building at
3p.rn. Contact University Relations at 553-5442 for more
information.

H

DDD

Courses start Jan. 14, Mar. 11; May 6

SUNDAY, JANUARY 8

'J'j

assassinations ·that affected
every preSidential race until
Jimmv Carter's election in
1976. For many it marked the
beginning of the turbulent '60s ,
forshadowed the Vietnam war
protests and the struggles for
civil rights, freedom of speech
and women's liberation.

WASH I NGTON INVENTORY SERVICE
8061 W ATSON ROAD-STE 12,
ST. LOUIS, MO 63119
CALL 968-4044

12

MID-AMERICA
PARALEGAL
INSTITUTE
.

Experienced Secretary with excellent
skills seeks to do yourtyping at home.
Experienced in everything ' from
manuscript to letters and resumes.
Fast service --reasonable rates -- can
pick up and de liver at U MSL. Call
Jean is at 426-5687 .

CAPT MARK McCAULEY

618-337-7500

-

R.fOitCE~-

~~;~. ~

We Hear No EviL See No Evil,
Speak No Evil. ..

• Part-time jobs $6.00 per hour

Just Report It.
We need writers. procJuction assistdrt t::,.

• Ability to type at least 40 wpm
• Above average spelling skills

ph otographers dn cJ bU Siness staff

Call:
Paul. Kevin or Steve at 553-5174 for more information

PAID POSITION S AVAILABLE

-" -~ lmrcuRRENT

INCREASE
YOUR JOB
MARKETABILITY ...

For more information

Call Personnel Offic'e
291 -8000
Equal Opportunity Employer

In 15 weeks
by obtai n i ng a certificate
in paralegal studies from
Mid-America Paralegal Institute.
Mid-America Paralegal Institute
is devoted exclUSively to
educating paralegal professionals.
You will receive training in:
!:J Legal TheGHY
IJ Practical Application
'=:3 Computer Literacy
Call today to learn how a
Mid-America paralegal certificate
can increase you r job opportu nities
':J Day and Evening Programs Available
=:J Placement Assistance
:=J If you have 45 plus collge credit
hou rs, beg i n an exciti n.g and
challenging career now!

CLASSES BEGIN JANUARY 9
D For more information call:
863-3331
8008 Carondelet
Suite 211
Clayton, MO 63105
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Wilson Named to Law Center D ancers Flipping to Campus....-

Margaret Bush Wilson , an
attorney and civic leader for four
decades and former chairperson
of the NAACP National Board of
Directors , has been appoi nted
distinguished
practitioner-inresidence at the James T. Bush
Sr. Center for Law, Social
Change and Conflict Resolution
at UM-St.· LOUis, Chancellor
Marguerite R. Barnett announced Nov. 1l.

The Center was established in
1987 to focus the talents of
iaculty and . experienced community leaders on the constructiv e management of social
change through law. In her new
role , Wilson will chair the
advisory committee to the Bush
Center which she will organize
with Center director. Dr. George
J. McCall.

The center is named for
Wilson 's father who was founding
president of the Real Estate
Brokers Association of St. Louis
and the moving force behind the
abo lition of racially restrictive
covenants in housing in St. Louis
and the nation.
" One of my deep interests is in
leadership
development,"
Wilson said. "I plan to work at the
Bush Center to assist those in
both the public and the not-f orprofit sector. I have a vision of St.
Louis as a great city. It has An
inexhaustible supply of water, a
marvelous cultural heritage, a
diversified economy with many
Fortune 500 companies and it is
in the center of the country so we
are geographically, strategically
located.
"Right now we are a good city. I
think we can becom e a great city
and I hope we can contribute to .

this goal
Center. "

through The

The lightning-fast and dangerous
"capoeira," a martial arts form
originated by African slaves in
Brazil and now second only to soccer as a sport in that country, will be
the climax of t he program of Jelon
Vieira's DanceBrazil on Friday and
Saturday , Dec.2 and 3 at B p.m . Cosponsored by Dance St. Louis as
part of its "Moveable Feast" series
and the UM-St. Louis' Premier Performances, DanceBrazil will perform at J.C. Penney Auditorium.
Capoeira's "acrobatic feats and
speed-of-light moves ... would make
the most skillful urban breakdancer
look as if he had two left feet, " said a
recent review of DanceBrazil in
" Dancemagazine." To the music of
the "berimb au," a gourd-resonated
musical
bow,
the
dancercombatants spar with each other
through daring cartwheels, backward flips, handstands, mule kicks
and scythe-li ke sweeps of their
legs.
Tickets for DanceBrazil are $16
with a 20 percent discount for
ch ildr en, senior citizens and
stud ents with valid ro. Call Dance
St. Louis at 968-3770 or Premier
Performances at 553-5818. Capoeira 's roots have been traced
to children's games of the African
Kongo. This playful rituai fighting
became serious and bloody when it
moved under duress of slavery to
Brazil. By claiming that capoeira
was a dance , slaves were able to
practice the fighting arts openly ,
and many of them used it to defend
themselves when they escaped to
the freedom of the 'Brazilian
jungles . ,
The deadly game continued popular when slavery was ended, and
acquired a reputation for rowdiness
and crime. By the 1820s , "capoeiristas" had such a bad reputation that
the Rio de Janeiro police were
assigned individual officers to
This
shadow known fighters.
.unsavory situation changed in 1932
when a brilliant teacher of capoeira ,
Mester (Master) Bimba , opened the
first Capoeira academy. He synthes ized the old Kongo moves and
newer Creole street fighting techni-

Bush

During an extensive career in
public service , Wilson served as
U.S. attorney for the Rural Electrification Administration of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture ;
Assistant Attorney General of
Missouri and Deputy Director of
the St. Louis Model Cities
Agency , in addition to the private
practice of law.
She is chairperson of the Board
of Directors of Talladega College
and a trustee emerita of
UniverSity
and
Washington
Webster University. A graduate
of Sumner High School, she
received her B.A. degree from
Talladega College and an LL.B.
from Lincoln University School
of Law.

--------------------------~

Student D inking Worsens
(CPS) - Student drinking problems
seem to be getting worse, despite
tough new anti-alcohol measures
adopted on many campuses, college
student affairs administrators from
around the country say .
About 35 percent of the administrators at 330 campuses nationwide
said they now deal with more
alcohol-related . problems than in
the past , the College Alcoho l Survey
conducted by two professors
found .
The survey , taken every three
years by Angelo Gadaleto of West

Chester University in Pennsyv ania
and David S. Anderson of George
Mason University in Virginia, also
found that almost seven of 10 campuses now have some sort of "newstudent orientation" program about
alcohol abuse. In 1979, none did.
Only about eight percent of the
campuses
allowed
campuses
groups to advertise drinking as the
primary focus of an event, down
from 49 percent in 1979.
Nevetheless, 48 percent of the
administrators reported dealing

SKI
Colorado
$349. 99
includes
transportation, lodging,fou r days
'Iifts ski rental.
Gateaway Travel
52 1-0900

with more cases of studens " drinking in uncontrolled situations," and
38 percent observed increases in
" abusive drinking" at their schools.
Fifty-eight percent had more cases
in which students had used fake
ident ific ations to buy alcohol before
they were 21 years of age.
Being only 45 minutes shy of turning 21, moreover , might qualify as
a problem.
Police, for instance, arrested
University of New Haven junior
Michael Luetjen at 11:l5p.m. Nov. 5
as he drank at a restaurant just 45
minutes before he celebrated his
21st birthday.
Luetj en was arrested when police
were making a routine check of
the restaurant.
" It 's like being in the wrong place
at the wrong time," Luetjen said the
next day. " I told them, 'I'm going to
be 21 in a few minutes.' But I guess
45 minutes is 45 minutes in the eyes
of the law ."

FLASH: DanceBrazil's "acrobatic feats and speed-of-light
moves" will grace J.e. Penney's stage on Dec. 2 and 3.
qu es into a powerful a nd beautiful
discipline , st ill lethally effective as
self-defense, thrilling as an art
form .
DanceBrazil's founder and artistic dire ctor, Jelon Vieira , who himse lf holds the high est rank of
master, was train ed by Mester
Bimba.
As well as capoeira, DanceBrazil's program will feature the flirtatious nat ional dance of Brazil, the
samba. and ritual dances to Brazil's
African gods. The "Samba de Roda

Andrian Cronauer , the real life
r adio disk jockey upon whom the
film " Good Morning Vietnam" was
base d, will be speaking at UM-SL.
Louis next week.
Cronauer, who is played by Robin
Williams in "Good Morning Vietnam ," will present a multi-media

GOOD ONLY AT
NORMANDY MO.

show in the J.C. Penney Auditorium
on Friday, Dec. 9 at B p.m.
The film itself will be shown Dec.
8 at 8 p.m., also in the auditorium.
Tickets for the movie are $1. For
both the movie and Cronauer's presentation , tickets are $3 and will be
available Monday, Dec . 5 in 250

@

And Soft Serve Dessert
Offer includes all you can eat fr om ou r fabulous Fresh tas tiks. F,ooO. Bar. Nu t IJ ahd
with any other coupon or discount Coupon good on ty a! partIcipat Ing Norman dy
BONANZA Family Restaurants.

11.am.·4p.m. Monday·Sal urday.
OtterexporesDecember2 1,1988.

.

BONANZA®!
..
,sn.o.;.,.~ ~. ~ :

The movie and the Cronauer's
show are brought to the campus by
the University Program Board.

AS A LEADER IN THE INDUSTRY .. ,WE
SEEK MOTIVATED AND AGGRESSIVE
INDIVIDUALS TO SET APPOINTMENTS
FOR OUR DIRECT SALES STAFF.
SALARY + COMMISSION COULD
EXCEED AVERAGE EARNINGS OF

lEs;0Jl [WS! I

-~±~~-----;~~F-~O~O;ad~~~~a;-b~~~-Ch~P-p~i~!~~~-j

University Center or at the door.
For more information. call 5535536.

A Soulhwelilern Bell Company

HEIDI VITRY

~

" Reino de Oyo (Kingdom of Oyo) ,"
the dancer s depict an offering
ceremony to Xango, the god of thunder, lightning and justice. The god
brandishes his emblem, the double'
edged ax, and his movements
accelerate ever more wildly until he
seems to shoot thunderbolts from
his hand.

IS OFFERING PART-TIME
TELEPHONE OPPORTUNITIESI

Metromedia
Paging Services

82 11 So. Florissant Rd.
Across From UM -St.Louis
(3 1 4) 52 1 -8877

~

(circle)" performed by DanceBrazil
is danced not only during Carnival .
but all year long in Bahia, Brazil's
most African- influ enced region. In

Real 'Good Morning Vietnam' DJ Comillg

BONANZA
Steak.Chicken.Seafood .Salad

Special
For UM-St. Lou is.

,."...

TELEMARKETING MANAGER
314-434-2066

$9.00/HR.

DRESS FOR SUCCESS.

With Free Freshtastiks Food Bar '
and Soft Serve Dessert

Ofler i nclude s entree, potato, pipi ng hot breads, and all you can eat from our
tabu /ous Fre shtastiks Food Bar. Not valid with any othe r coupon or dIscount.
Coupon good only at partiCipating Normandy BONANZ.A Famil y Restauran ts.

.

Good all day, 7 days. week.
Otferexp;,esDecember21.1988.
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Officers will be on campus 5 December 1988.
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from page 'one

·there from the University in terms
of the administration."
While the members of the Senate
beemed to wholeheartedly support a
change in University grievance
policy regarding sexual preference,
several had concerns about the
policy r egarding AIDS victims.
In par ticular, some Senate members felt that it would cause a problem in the School of Nursing, where
it would be necessary to "di scriminate" against a student nurse
who had AIDS. Shirley Martin, Dean
d the School of Nursing , responded
to this concern by stating that the
SdlOOI would treat a student with
AIDS in the same manner as they
would any other student with
health problems.

" We would do the same thing as
with students who are pregnant,"
Martin said. "We keep them away
from small children and communicable diseases."
Martin added that she did not
think there would be a discrimina-

AERY

tion problem since all students in
the School of Nursing are already
Registered Nurses and most are
working full -time. "We work with
our students individually to match
them
with
their
clinical
assignments, " Martin said.

from page one

ment that almost put them out of
business.
The 1890 Land-grant Act was
designed to make a college education
accessible
to
minority
students . Such status m~kes a
school eligible for millions of
dollars in state aid. According to
Aery , Harris-Stowe serves a larger

minority population than Lincoln.
Feelings
from
community
colleges are mixed. Under Aerv 's
plan , the state would match fu~ds
raised by the college. For example,
if a college raised $30 million in
community taxes and tuition. the
state would give the school another
$30 million.

Bugg La ke Mon ey Raised
Richard Sandoz
Ja y ne Stoke
Cindy Woo dco ck
Nancy Meyers
Shaun MacD onald
Ua vld Rothman
Susan Bear
Chu c k Smith
Sandy Maclean
Alan Schwarts
William Connett
Mike Stutz
Mike Floorwax
lois Schoemehl
Karen Berhorst
Ter ry Sofian
Angela Vieth
Ed Ma rshall
lolina J ones

The
Student
Government
. Association, the Biology Club
and all the student groups who
participated in Student Dollar
Days last month wish to extend
thanks to all who donated monev
to help restore Bugg Lake.
•
The money raised will help
purchase wildlife for Bugg Lake ,
which is being restored. The lake
was partially drained during the
constru ction of the Science Center between Benton and Stadler
Hall:;;. A campus-wide effort is
underway to restore the lake to
its tormer stare. In WhlCh wildlife
flouri s hed.
The following is a list of
students. staff, faculty memb ers
and others who donated mon ey to
the pr ojec t:
.

John Hoell
Mark Dolitsky
Steve Bear
Rachel Heard
Tim Flanagan
Chuck Mason
Chris Johnson
Dominic Marshall
Bob Baumann
Emilio Imali
Craig Duckworth
David Duckman
laura Buehrle
Jane Block
John Rey
Jim Humphries
laurenCe Sc hlereth
Alia Pruzhansky

Freshlllan Beats Odds
by Kevin Kleine
managing editor

Students who have taken General
Biology 1 with Dr. Charles Granger
know that a test in that class is no
easy task. In fact recent data has
shown that a student has a one in
53,000 chance of receiving a
perfect score.
Jennifer Kerker, a freshman nonmajor, beat the odds by scoring the
first ever 50 out of 50 on a Bio 1
exam. Granger presented Kerker
with a plaque at the beginning of
class Wednesday to commemorate
the momentous occasion . .
"This is the first time anyone has
scored a 50 or even a 49 for that matter ," Granger said . "Jennifer scored
a 49 on another exam .
"I was surprised and very
pleased," Kerker said.
"I like math and science," she
said. " I haven 't decided on a major,
but I will probably go in the direction of math or science."

.

PREG;\;ANT?

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND,
S ~e( at o r"'

"If on untimely pregnancy presents a
personal c,isis in ynur life ...

T exan MO l el

LET US HELP YOU!

PO ri Roya: C o ndOS

DAVTONA BEACH,

,,$93*

FL

MUSTANG ISLAND . TX

B

Bridg<ton, .

... 227·8775

LEARN
TO

PARACHUTE
call Skydive St. Louis
(314) 4 88-59 6 9 week ends
(314) 442-4432 during week
$2 5.00 off 1 st jump with this ad

838-3928
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ADRIAN CRONAUER

. . . . . -.

Fr i. Dec. 9, A mult i-me dia preo;e nt at ion by Adr ian Cronaue r,
real life star of GOOD MORNING VIETNI\lI live on stage.
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C~II Paul Thompson at The Current - ' 553-5174
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otography

(MANUAL and ELECTRIC)

Commitment, .Eagerness, Willingness
Good Writing Skills

St. Clurles:
fumplon South, 962·365)

SKYDIVE ST.LOUIS

TYPEWR~TERS

REQUIREMENTS"

$107*

FREE and confidential
.. ... 962·5JOO
.. . .. 227·2266

USED

. AssociateF,e atures Editor

... $136*

Profe:ssinnJI counseling & as.sisrancc

St. Lo~i" . .
Ballwin, ..

COPIES · S.05

Don't Wait Until It's Too
Late!

IMMEDIATE RESULTS
AI( lervices

Orrice

. $118*

HILTON HEAD ISLAND, SC '. .
rlill or Hea d Beach Co ndos

detect pre gnancy 10 dar; afrer it begins!

Central

TX. ·. $149*

STEAMBOAT. C oO

FREE TEST -Can

Kerker was awarded a frog and a
t-shirt along with her plaque. She
did violate one of Granger's test tak-

.H o lld ay In n Gulf VIew

ShadO w Rur Ove rl ook

II

"We don't like to pressure anyone
into a particular major, but she
would would have a good future with
something in the siences," Granger
said. "Although we do kid the business majors from time to time."

WANTED:

SPRING BREAK ~ 89

.

ing rules though; she changed three
of her answers. She made the right
decision and once again proved thet
there is an exception to every rule.
"In order to answer all those
questions she must be thinking like
me; that's scary, " Granger mused .

years that he has taught the course.
Over 13,000 students have taken
Granger's course, which he only
teaches in the fall semester.
Kerker credits Granger with part of
her success .
"I think he' s the best instructor
I've ever had," she said. "It's also
the most interesting class I've ever
been in. "

Out of Granger's 53,108 exams
there have been 2,655 ,400 items for
the students to decipher in the 17

Reservations Available Now

Michele Gulledge
Liezl Kra emer .
Tanya Young
Brian Bee l
Criste Silver
Laurie Roades
Rob. Reiter
Nick Konakci
Charles Granger
Zul eyma Halpin
Jerry Berhorst
Barbara James
Al ice Reaka
Rod Kowalew ski
Jim Bosw ell
Jeanne Timper
Raya Houdei
Mike Gruendler
John Mruzik
Carl Thurman
Sandra Weiss
Melissa Cecil
Kathy luck
Karen Sago
Michele Billy
Bil l Simpson
Steve Weber

l.
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Solidarity Is I( ey To
by Kathy Gummersell
and Paulette E. Amaro
of the Current staff
Professor James McGinnis, founder and Director of the Institute for
Peace and Justice , met with a group
of students Monday at noon in the
J.C. Penney Building.
His subject , " Toward a Solidarity :
Guilt -Free Relationship with the
Hungry ," emphasized that showing
concern for the poor and hungry
s hould be g in by first knowing those
you wish to help and meeting them
with an attitude of respect and
love.

ALL FOR ONE: Professor James McGinnis spoke to students in
the J.C. Penney building about the importance of solidarity.

"Mov e locall y" first in expressing
your care for the poor and needy.
"One is s ue is not more important
than the other ," McGinnis said.
" Pick what is clos est to vou."
People will not have g~ilt feelings
if th ey meet the poor with an
attitude that they will be the ones
who learn from the experiences of
the poor.
" Those who go to evangelize the

emphasized,
poor, "
McGinnis
evangelized
become
"often
themselves."
McGinnis added that the expectations of individuals is what determines the desired outcomes.
" Our expectations determinE:
what we find, " he stated . " Go into
shelter ready to receive ."
McGinnis is interested in a wide
variety of peac e and ju st ice themes,
especially on famil y pea ce makin g
and the United States policy in Central
America ,
particularly
Nicaragua.
Recently
the
victims
of
Hurricane Gilbert , the people of
Nicaragua have suffered a tremendous loss to housing and crops .
The director s of Quest for Peac e,
who include William R. Callahan
and Dolore s C. Pomerlau , are
requesting donations of light clothing , medicine and blankets within
the next three months to ass ist in
the operation for the Nicaragua
Hurricane Relief Effort.
Tom Wagner, campus minister
for Newman Hou se, who a rranged

Mixed Reviews: 'High Spirits' Is Full
by Eileen Pacino
movie reviewer
"High Spirits" is set in Ireland , a
horror spoof full of haunted hoots,
boogey man blarney and hotblooded hijinks. long of special
effects and short on plot.
Director Neil ("Mona Lisa") Jordan chose the Emerald Isle setting
because of its heritage of ghostly
rh~,ths and legends. but chose not to
work any of them into his apparition
of a script.

Stereotypes all who deserve
terrorizing. And, along with a .little
hanky-panky, that's what they get
when Jack innocently witnesses the
'" murder" of the Plunkett's great
grandmother, many time s removed,
Mary P lunkett (Dar y l Hannah).
Sh e. for every nigh t for 200 years ,
has been for ce d to suffer her fatal
w edd ing night stabbing at the hands
of h er husb and lvlartin (Liam
Neeson).

"High Spirits" is se t at the ancient
country Plunkett Hot el. mortgaged
to a rich Am e ric an . and in dang e r of
fot€c losu.re-. ~ dismatl em-e n~ '- and
shipment to !\Ialibu to be re -o pened
as a theme park. Peter Plunkett
(Peter O'Toole) is the sodden and
sorrowfu I tippler and caretaker of
his ancestral home .
Hi s bright
id ea is to advertise the leaky
behemoth as th e mo st haunted cas tle in the world , where the onl y thing
that can't be guaranteed is a good
night's sleep.
The hitch h ere is that as far as
Plun kett knQl.vs. there are no real
.ghosts.
But li'ith a few torn sheets . some
pulleys and wires. a r oller -sk ating
suit of armpr and a screaming

Jack is imm e diately sm itten by
the fetching colleen who begs for
Jack 's h etp in breaking the spell.
rousin g th e dormant s pirits of th e
castle for a pa rano rmal party.
If J ord an had only fo c ussed on the
ple as ant pairing of Guttenberg and
Hannah and lightened up on the
unrelated ghastl y confrontations
with various lat exe d extras , he
might ha ve had so mething beyond
what is only s poradicall y funn y and
momentarily fri ght e nin g.
As it is. he s tirred too many
tongues of newts into th e comedy
cauldron. earning low marks for
" High Spirits ," a Tri Star re lease,
rated PG for lang uage and sexual
situations.

McGinnis' talk at the university ,
credited the dis c uss ion with the
need to educate the general public
in ways to help the needy not only
through monetary aid , but also
through personal co mmitment.
" I think what Dr. McGinnis wanted to stress mo s t was 'w hat it means
to be in a sacrifi ci al way with the
hungry ,'" Wag ner stated.
" Wh at he meant by sacrificial, "
Wagn e r added. " is that w e need to
give not just from our surplus, but to
give to a po int that it actuall y
b eco mes a sacrifice. "
Another point of McGinni s' talk is
the need to establi s h a solidarity
with the n ee dy. By doing so , the aid
given to such organizations as
Oxfam or Quest for P eac e becomes
more meaningful.
" You can't achieve s olidar ity with
the poo r unle ss yo u expe rience it ,"
Wagner noted .
McGinnis cited. m any a reas with
which to aid in the proces s. He suggeste d s pending time at a lo cal
sh e lter , or at a l oc al fos ter home.
In the cas e of the rel ~ tionships

Th e story, at fir s t. is not unlike
man y of the ghost st ories of t his
nature. The powers of the living are
in fringing o n th e abode of th e dead ,
which h as been und isturbed for
several hundred years.
What then resu lts is a battle between the two powers . with the
ghosts coming out on top becau se of
their
supernatural
qualities .
Usu all y , th ere are some funn y confrontat ion s along the way.
The beg inning of "High Spirits"'
seems to indicat e that that is where
the movie is h eadin g. and I
imm ed iately
though t ,
"G reat,
another 'Beetlejuice.· Just wh at I
wanted."

THE GHOST AN D MR. PLUN KETT: Peter O'Tool e (p ictured}, as
Peter Plunkett in the ghost-comedy " High Spirits." Also st arring
with O'Toole in this Tri-Star~ picture are Steve Guttenberg an d
Daryl Hannah.

with th es e individuals , the help
given no longer rests on a monetary
level , bu t is raised to a higher plane
of giving.

McG innis. who founded the
Institute for Peace and Justice in
1970, has lectured on a variety of
related
themes,
emphasizing
fa mil y peacemaking, US policy in
Central
America,
establishing
stronger relationships between
Russia and the United States and
faith and nonviolence, among other
such topics of solidarity.
The author of such works as
"Education F or Peace And Justice:
A Manual For Teachers ," has a
Ph .D. in Philosphy from St. Louis
University.
In addition , he holds summer
faculty positions at ins titutions
such a s Seattle University , Presbyterian School of Christian Education , Boston College and Loyola
Univers ity (Chicago and New
Orleans).

Highs And Lows
by Christopher A. Duggan
features editor

banshee , Plunkett and his bedragg led e mployees are ready for a
rag-tag group of American tourists
eager to be spooked.
In their ranks are a troubled ca ndidate
for
priesthood
(Peter
Gallagher). a fleshpot who's sworn
off men (Jennifer Tilley), a skeptical
parapsychologist
(Martin
F err ero) and the unhappily married
Craw fords - .Jack (Steve Guttenberg)
and
Sharon
(Beverly
D'Angelo).

He cast several award-winning
actors (including R ay McAnally.
"' The Mission." and Donal McCann.
"The Dead " ) then asked them to be
foils for blue screens. animation.
miniatures (all special effects). and
gave them littl e or no interaction
with t he other players beyond
isolated comedy duets.

el ations

I was. however. s urpri s ed .
The sett in g for th e story is Castle
Plunkett in Ir e land, soo n to be taken
from its rightful owne r. Peter Plunkett (Peter O'T oole ) and shipped to
Ca liforn ia. where it will become a
theme park.
You see . P eter's f at her di ed
wi tho u t leaving hi m a ny in tructi ons on runn in g t he place . and
th er efo r e . it fe ll on har d times.
Peter has t o co me up with a
scheme fo r s av ing the pl ac e . a nd
quick Pla y ing on the popularity of
g h os tl ~' lege nd s in Ir el and. he
d ec id es to bi ll th e ca stl e as t he m ost
haunted cas tl e on t he Emerald Isl e .
ho ping p eo p le will co me from all
a r ound to see it.
T h e i r ony is t hat he doesn't know
about th e r eal ghos ts t h ere, and sets
up a bun c h o f tri cks and s pe cial
e ffe ct s to s care t he is it ors.
H e d oe s n't coun t o n t he fact that
th e firs t grou p wo uld i n c lu d e the

Jaughter of the man who holds the
m o rtgage of the place , Sharon Crawford (Beverly D'Angelo) and her
husband Jack (Steve Guttenberg) ,
or that there would be a parapsyc hologist along .
Things don't look good after the
first night, as mo st of the spooks go
awr y, the p a rapsychologist gets no
reading on his equipment, and
Sharon is about to ca ll home to
daddy and tell him to get the
p ape r s ready.
Jack th e n stumbl es upon a locked
room in whi ch , every night for the
last 200 years, ghostly Mary Plunkett (Daryl Hannah) is stabb e d over
an d over again by her ghostly
jeal o us husband Martin.
In try in g to g et J ac k, who has
fallen in love with her, to help he r
break the curse, she end s up stirring
up the s pirits of the castle. who put
the gu e s t s through the weekend of
their lives.
Along the way , Martin catches a
glimpse of Jack's wife Sharon and
falls in love with h er. In the me a n
t i me. Jack is gi ven advice on what to
do about the whole thing by Pe ter 's
dea d mother. an d Peter is given
a divi ce as well by his dead father.
J ac k tells Mar y that their
rel at ions hip would n ever work out.
'Tm an American. yo u'r e a ghost."
But w h o knows . it ju st mi g ht ye t.
What we have here is a pr e tty
fun ny tw ist on the traditional ghost
story. with a l ot of good o ne-liners
an d sight g ags thrown in .
Nea r the b eg inning. Pe ter 's
pa re n ts a r c discus s in g th e future o f
the cas tle .
"The g hosts wouldn't enjoy it in
l'l'Ialibu." the conc lud e .
Ind ee d they wouldn·t. I don't think
] 1I'0uid either.

The Final Ramblings Of A Deranged, Desperate Insomniac
1
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Don 't Panic

by Christopher A. Duggan
features editor
I rolled onto my ha ck . thinking
that might help in sume way. It
didn·t. A quick glance over at the
clo c k on the night tahle to ld m e t hat
ano t her hour had gon e by without
my havi?g gotte n any closer to the
bli ss that is sl eep .
Since I had grJne to bed. I had heen
doin g the same things ov er and over
to try to fall asleep: li ste ning tfJ
mu s!~ on the clock radio. cha nging
possition con st antly. gelli ng up to
eat something and in cessa ntl y turn ing t.he pill ow over an d over to tr y to
find the cool s po t.
Nothing se emed to work .
In ste ad of fa lling asleep. I lay

there . watching the s quare of
moonlight from the w indov:' creep
slowly across the floor, and for ev er
turning over to look at th e angry red
LED display on my clock radio.
On re g ular interval s I could hear
the base bo a rd heater in my rooll]
come on, then t urn o ff , then co me
on. then turn off. My cat was breathing s lowly and d ee pl y down at the
end of t he bed by my feet.
During the daytime Iw o uld not be
able to hear these thing s, but in the
s il en ce that darkness brings, I could
he ar it al l: every creak in the house's
frame, every in s ect who stopped to
scratch its bac k with its hind legs,
every sc urr y in g m ouse in the
ba se m e nt.
Th ey all s erved to distract me. to
keep me aw a ke .
Ilay there t rying to figur e out why
I could not fall int o hli ss ful slumb e r.
Perhaps there was something pressing on my mind.
.
Of cour se , that was it. I was
graduating suon , and the va riou s ·
pressures associated with thal.
fini s hin g school , t ryin g to find a joh
(o r get into g rad school), wer e pr e ssing on my mind.
Also, it is possible that I was tryin g to come up with an e loquent way
to say goodbye.
You see, thi s is my last column.
the last " Don 't Panic. "

L et's see. I could tell you how it
started .

* :;: *

I c ame t o work her e when I was a
junior. as a reporter. The n ext
semest e r I started w orking a s
associ a te features editor und e r
Paul Thomps on,. who was features
editor at the time .
The column ran twi ce in that
se me ste r. In case you were wonder ing. the title ca m e from a novel by
Dou gla s
Adams
called
"Hitchhiker's
Guide
to
th e
Ga lax y ."
In the no ve l. on the cover of the
guide , was written in large friendly
lette r s " don·t panic. " I g uess that
stuck with me . because when the
edi to r, two d ay s b e for e publication
asked me if I had come up with a title
for my column. I said. "Don't panic,
I'll think of s o me th ing ."
The r est. is history.

*

:t

*

The sleep timer on m y radio clicked uff. I r e ached ov er without lookin g, and . with the s ur e ness of a blind
man who ha s done a parti c ular act a
thou ~Cl nd ti m es, J t urned it ba ck
on.
I thought of things thai I was notso
s ure of.
'

***
Once , m y futur e was something I
was nol su re of. Th e Current had

pointed me in one dir e ct io n. and
he lped me into other ou tle ts o f t his
diver s ion th a t J hop e to base the r es t
of my l ife on.
It got me into in te rn sh i ps and
jobs, and it won me the respect of
so me and the friendship of others . I
even won an awar d in a s tat e -wide
competition once. but it w a sn' t for
my column.
There were man y times ,-", hen I
didn' t. know if I sho uld go on wit h it.
How could I know if an: 'on e eH' n
r e ad it? Still, e ve ry tim e I thoughrlf
quitting . som e thing kept m e g, ing.
A professor or a friend would
co mplement me on a parti c ul ar
co lumn . And every o nce in a while.
someone I didn ' t kn ow would
reco gnize my n am e or Ill\' pic ture
2nd wo uld say som e t hing n ice t o me
a bout it. like tha t girl in m ~' m a ss
m e d ia class who s ai d it \I' as th e fi rst
thing she read when she ope n e d t he
pa per (by the w ay. t han k \·o u ).
I knew th at t hese peopl e we r e
exc e ptions to th e r u le . bu t t h e ~' we r e
enough to keep me go ing .

*' * *
The square uf moonlight wa s on
m y knees n ow. an d the patt e r ns 011
t he c e iling wer e arranging th em se lv es into faces that mock e d and
laughed at m e in the darkness.
One of them turned it s twi ste d
vis ag e tow a rd me and said in a low

and
gh o tly
tone.
" Noo ooo
futuuullu ur e ."
I turn e d m y h ea d t o t h e wall.
I alw ay s knew that I wo u ld e ven tually le al' e the Cu rre nt. I a ls o knew
th at would no t be th e e nd for m e.
Sur e . very SOOI1. I lI'i ll lea ve her e.
co mpl et in g the p rocess of p ass ing
the r e ign s o f the fe a tu res s ec ti on to
P a u lette Am aro. As Mer l in di d with
Nim ue lo ng ago. I have passed on m~'
magi cal POWE,S to her t o do with as
sh" pleases .
RC'l1 e mber Paulette t hat no mat ter how m uch yo u think you kno w.
ther" is sti ll much to le a r n. I foun d
th at out t he hard wa ~·. through
humili ation . I knol\' you will make a
great feature s e di to r .
Iw oll ld be ve ry pro ud t o think t hat
I influenced you in some small lI" al'
here. as I was influE'nC'ed b\' P~H I I
Tho mps on .
ThanKS
Pa:l!:
J
a ppreciate ever~· th ing \,CHI \'P dOllE' .
I als o want 10 thank those who .
maybe without kn ow in g it. a lon g
wit h teaching me the bas ic skills
t h at I II' ill us e for t he rest of 111~' li fe.
s ta bl is hed fo r m e a sta nd ard i1 nd
s howed me tru ly what ex ce llen ce
was.

Those peuple a r e Charles Wartts .
\\,il l iam Hamlin . Dav e Carkeet and.
above all. Ellie Chapman. without
whom] would not be wh ere l a m. and

would not end up where I a m
going.
Her e. at t he en d . ] feel r at her
chf' at e d. I ha ve quite a bit more to
s a ~· . but I know r ea li st icall y th a t I
II'ill probabl~' not get th e oppor tu nit\' to write a co lum n again for
so m e time. ma\'be never.
You would not believe hall" quickl\' fou r y ears ca n go b~·.
Ri g ht n Oli' . I feel a little bit lik e
Radar le aving M*A*S*H*.
Thf' future is a funny thing . You
never knOll" wh at it 's go ing to bring .
Paulette t old me ta d a\" that she was
prett\ su re she was going in the
ri gh t direc t ion .
Well. I t hink I am too . and wh o
kn(lws. l11a~'be o ne d a ~' ~' ou'lI se e me
aga in. grimacing a t the top of m~'
['()P~·. and writi n g m\ irrele va nt
ob s ervations down for a few
faithful readers .
Yn ll know .. it
dream.

lH'I'e r

hurt s

to

The square o f m ooni ight had disappeared when t he moon lost itself
below I he trees . In a coup Ie of ho urs.
the s un would be c o ming up.
I turned o ver one last time : the
cool s po t was right beneat h my
lell ea r.
Sl o wl~·. merc ifull y . I dr ifted into a
de ep and dr eam -filled sleep.

Stage And All Ya ~ Gotta Do I(id Is Whistle
by Christophbr A. Duggan
features editor
'"D a me, are simple. I ncver mel
one that didn ' t understand .a slap in
the mouth or a slug from a 4~."
-Humphrey Bogart, as restated by
John Gorges.

Sume nf the im mortal words of
Bog art come to life o nce
a~ain in th e next Unil'ersitv Pl aye rs
p"oducti nn . "Pia\" it ." ga in Sam." by
\\ uod~' ." llen. directed b~ Dave

'l"lw rlay , which WIll run on Friday
an d Saturday al8 p .m . and Sunday at
2 p.m. is about th e t y pical Woody
All e n chara(;ter~ Allen Felix (Jim
Brown) in this une. who ha s split up
I\'ith hi s wife and is having troubl e
re s uming the ~ingles life that was in
the distant p ast [or him.

'"I've always liked Wo od\" All en.
an d this is o ne of my favorite
scripts." said D ave Quinn . direct.or
of the play .

Lumphre~'

Q U;l\ ll.

Quinn tea c h e s drama at Souther;]
Illinois University at Ed wa rdsville .
This is the firsltime he has direct ed
a pla~' he r e.

Quinn h<Js wr itt en. acted and
directed in Ca lifornia fo r a g r oup
called Sanity Ltd. and in the MidWest. In addition to thi s. he has writt e n a play th at wa s pr oduced , plus an
unproduced scre enpla y .
Jim Brown, wh o pla ys Allen, said
tha t he th inks ev eryt hing is going
pretty w e ll.
" We'v e had a lot of fun s o fa r."
BI'own sai d . "Theatre is a great tim e
for all con cern ed. Anything can happen. an d ther e 's nothing like being
on a s tage ."
Quinn sa id th a t he was pleased
with the c as t.
.. Jim Brown is a good person to
play Allen becuas he 's very crea-

ti ve ."' Quinn said ... It's almw;t
esse nti a l. bec aus e he's on stage
almo s t the e ntire tim e."
Bog a rt. who appears in Allen's
ima g ination from tim e to lime. was
difficult to cast, said Quinn .
"Nobody wanted to try it in
auditions." he s aid. "John's dedica lion to getting to part right . along
with hi s ability, impre ss edmequit e
a bit."
The oth er two main ch aracte r s in
the play, Dick and Linda Cristy.
Allen's best friends . ar e played by
Rick McIvor and Ja cqie Brown (no
relation
to
Jim
Brown).
respectively.
This reporter is on e of the p eople

who. bE' c3 11s (' of a lab requirem e nt .
is working on th e cr ew of t hi s pI a\' .
T il e experie nc e is one th at] pro babI,' won't for ge t for a while. and]
don 't m eJ n that in a b a d w a ~'.
Since the back s tag e area is dark
through mos t of th e reh ea r sal. and
-John Gorg es is b ar k there rnuch of
th e tim e. and still in c hara cte r. one
gets th e sensation ,) :' working with
Bogan.
For instance. co ming o ff t he s tage
betwe e n a d s two and t hre e. I stated
sC1mething on t heo rd erof'"Youcan 't
see a damn thing out there ." .
Th e r e ply . in Bogie 's voice, co ming from a shady figure in a tre nch
coat was , "Take it easy kid. you ' r e

;lvstericClI."'
It kind of to ok me by surprise.
Beca use of the obvious appeal of
workin g on a s ta ged produ ction. and
in spite of the fact t~at I got a park Ing ticket Monday llIght for parking
III th e wrong space. the expenence
ha s be en a good one.
Admissionfor the play is free for
lIM-St. LOUIS students. $3 for
st ud e nt s elsewhere and $4 for the
general pu blic.
Brown sa id he hopes for good
attendance.
"This is a good show, and I think
people would enjoy it, " he said. "1
hope everyone leaves a fan of
Bogart and Woody Allen."
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Current~s

It has become a tradition here at
the Current to spring a pop quiz on
the UM-St. Louis population at the
end of every semester, or whenever
we damn well feel like it.
This semester is no different.
This year, Christopher Duggan
(features editor), Paulette Amaro
(associate features editor), Paul
Thompson (editor)
and Kevin
Kleine (managing editor) put their
heads together to make up the
test.
That doesn't neccessarily mean it
is good, it just means that a lot of
p,'ople were in on it.
These questions are based on
events that were covered by the Current this past semester. Trick questions are not only allowed, they are
to be expected.
Try to do well on the test, because
plans are in the works to replace the
assessment testing program with
this one.
Good luck.

1. Who lost the 1988 United
States presidential election?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Annual Pop Quiz
C. "Night of the Living Dead."
D.
"The
Night
Belongs
Michelob. ~"

Robert Redford.
Robert Goulet.
Robert Wagner.
Robert McFerrin.

7. What does Oxfam mean?

3. What unusual occurrence
took place at the Sigma Pi sexy
legs contest this year?
A. Someone got drunk and ran over
two people with a van.
B. Someone didn't get drunk and run
over two people with a van.
C. Chancellor Barnett won.
D. The winner this year was a guy.

4. Who is Mark Twain? (trick
question)
A.
19th-century
A
famous
American writer.
B. A branch of Vic Tanny.
C. A building.
D. Pork-barrel for the athletic
department.

5. How
respect?

do

you

spell

A. George Bush.

A. L-I-E-E-R-A-L.
B. R-O-L-A-I-D-S.

B. Michael Dukakis.
C. The United States.

C. K-I-L-G-O-R-E.
D. D-A-N-G-E-R-F-I-E-L-D.

no

D. Band C.

2. Whatfamous Robert sang at
last August's commencement
ceremony, as covered in a
story by Paulette Amaro?

to

6. What was the last University
Players production called?

A. It's an organization of starving
beasts of burden in the mid-west.
E. The basic socio-economic unit of
split-hooved bovine quadropeds.
C. Outmoded Xenophobic Fascist
American Militants.
D. Oxford Committee for Famine
Relief.

8. What UM-St. Louis sports
figure's picture has appeared
most frequently in the sports
section of the Current.
A. Stephanie Hahn (volleyball
player).
B. Jessica Hahn (Jim Baker's love
slave).
C. Ghengis Hahn (mispelled dead
invader of China).
D. Hahn Solo (mispelled "Star
Wars" hero).

9. What is Ted Ficklen's (frequent letter writer to the Current) central complaint about
the U2 inserts that were
included in some papers a few
weeks back?
A. They don't smile enough.
B. They do not make adequate role
models for our nation' youth.

A. "First Night."
B. "Last Night."

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

C. Nothing relevant.
D. All of the above.

10. What was the visiting Russian debate team's central
point?
A. We will bury you.
B. The press should act as
crusaders.
C. That thing on Gorbachev's head is
a map of Albania.
D. Nothing, they just banged their
shoes on the table.

11. Do the majority of UM-St.
Louis' instructors use trick
questions in their multiple
choice tests?
A. Yes.

B. No.
C. Maybe.
D. Maybe not.

E. Dickens.
F. A and C.
G. Band D.
H. All of the above ..
1. N one of the above.
J. A and B.
K. C and D.
L. A. B, C and part of D.
M. Hand 1.
N. Any combination of the above.
0.42.

Diary of a Fish

See ANSWERS, page 7

iVow We Get To What Julio West Wants For Christmas
by Julio West
columnist
Most of the time I feel pretty
young which is good because I am.
But. every once in a while I feel
old. damned old.
Christmas is one of those times,
I remember the magic of the
holidays when I was young. But it
is different now.
I could go into a dissertation on
the
commercial
effects
on
Christmas but who cares. I don·t.
And the kids don ·t.
So we come, albeit indirectly, to
"what
does
Julio want
for
Christmas?"
So here is the definitive Julio
West wish list.
From my parents, I want the
love that has lasted through40-odd
years of raising seven sons,
alcoholism and ruthless bosses.

From my oldest brother, I want
the perserverance he and his wife
have had through numerous job
changes and moves.
From my second brother, I want
his drive to succeed. Like me he

From my fourth brother, I want
his hard work ethic. And not just
working hard at "work" but striving to be a better human being.
From my fifth brother, I want
my house to be as comfortable as

know having me for a younger
brother often tried his patience.
Lastly, from my wife, I want her
strength. Her inner confidence
sometimes rubs off on me. I guess
she also must have patience to live
with me. That can't be easy but she
handles it well.

20-Soinething

"So here we have the definitive Julio West wish list."

married young, went to night and
summer school, but he made it.
Maybe I will too.
From my third brother, I want
his view of life. He grew up during
the turbulance of the '60s and was a
bit of a rebel. But, his outlook on
life has often helped me put things
into a better perspective.

his. This is hard to explain but,
when you walk.in you are at ease.
It's an ahstract feeling but it is a
good one.
From my last brother, (yes I
really have six) I· want his
generosity. I don't just mean with
money; he always has time for
others and is slow to anger. And, I

So if I get everything I want for
Christmas I'll; be loving, have perserverance, be driven to succeed,have a better outlook on life,
be a harder wor1cer, make others
feel at home at my house, be
generous and have an inner
strength.
What an invitation for slimy
yuppie business majors to walk all
over me.
But, wouldn't it be great if I got
what I wanted? Wouldn't it be even
greater if everyone got what I
wanted?

CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted

CHRISTMAS SALE
Now to Christmas
10 % off

• All General Books
including Sale Books)
• Clothing
• Gifts
eJewelery
• Christmas Cards
• Christmas Wrap and Ribbon
• Back Packs
.Gift Pens

FEDERAL, STATE, Over·
seas Jobs. $9,811
$86,682(yr. Now Hiring!
Hotlines. Federal List (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. R·
2000
THE OLD SPAGHETII
FACTORY IS LOOKING
FOR
ENERGETIC,
HARDWORKING,
AND
DYNAMIC INDIVIDUALS
TO JOIN OUR RESTAURANTSTAFF.WEARE
LOOKING
FOR BUS,
KITCHEN,
HOSTESS,
HOST, WAIT, AND BAR
PERSONNEL.
PLEASE
CALL BETWEEN 1 AND 3
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
WEARE LOCATED IN HISTORIC LACLEDE'S LANDING AT 727 NORTH
FIRST. C.ALL 621-0276.
30 people to do special
campaign for national
publishers. Position will
last two to three months. 5
to 17 dollars per hour. Call
Mrs. Patterson 822-4509.
CRUISE SHIPS. Now Hiring Men and Women. Sum·
mer
&
Career
Opportunities (Will Train).
Excellent Pay Plus World
Travel. Hawaii. Bahamas,
Caribbean, etc.· CALL
NOW! (206) 736-7000
Ext. 450C.
Publishing development
house
seeks
math
educators with teaching
experience, grades 4·8,
We are developing math
program lor major textbook publisher, need cap·
able writer/math teachers
as education consultants
to help prepare ancillary
materials. Contact Sharon
Muse,at 727-3181.
LOOKING FOR a Frater·
nity, Sorority, Student
Orgaization, or exceptional individuals that
would like to potentially
make $1000 or more
sponsoring QUALITY SKI
and BEACH trips on cam·
pus. For further informa·
tion call Mark at Great
Destinations, Inc. 1-800258-9191.

free gift wrap
for $5.00 or more
Place: UM-St Louis Bookstore
553-5763

SPRING BREAK TOUR
PROMOTER· ESCORT.
Energetic person, (M/F/),
to take sign-ups for our
FLORIDA and/or SOUTH
PADRE tours. We furnish
all materials for a successful promotion. Good PAY
and FUN. Call CAMPUS
MARKETING at 1-800777-2270.
Tremendous part-time career opportunities. No
$25/hr
investment.
average return. Cameo
Lingerie-official sponsor
of Mid·America Pageant
928-9371.

Puppeteers needed for
top entertainment com·
pany. We will train you in a
valuable and rare talent
that will take you places.
Have fun while you earn
that extra cash for school!
Call Stephanie at 3431366.
Attention
volunteers:
Students needed for Winter home visits to the
elderly, including the distribution of blankets and
heaters.
Missouri
Energycare needs reliable
people with consistent
schedules, to help people
meet social service needs.
Those interested please
call Michelle at 7735900.
Learn to rock the house
with the hottest DJ show in
town! Get trained by one of
the best disc iockeys in St.
Louis! Call 343-1366 and
ask for Stephanie.

Miscellaneous
Cameo Lingerie earn $50
free lingerie by hosting a
Cameo Lingerie party. Call
928-9371.
Wouldn't you rather have
your manuscripts edited in
addition to being typed?
Professional writer and
newspaper editor with 15
years experience will do
just that. Resumes and
other writing needs also
Phone
available.
estimates
upon
requesl...Carolyn
4690650
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING/WORD
PRO·
CESSING.
Reasonable.
Fast. Any type of work
accepted. · Pick-up and
delivery
available.
Academic manuscripts my
specialty. Will do resumes
and cover letters. Karen
867-6841.
Old magazines to be
donated to worthy charity.
Preferably
National
Geographic or other jour·
nals stressing the impor·
tance of nature and
wildlife. Please contact
Paulette at 921-2014 or
553-517 4. Contributors
will get full credit for their
donations.
Roommate wanted to
share two bedroom apart·
ment near University. Call
Jeff 423-1159.
Professional
stand·up
comic will take care of your
party. Laughter, humilia·
tion, and dirty jokes
guaranteed. See him now
up close and personal
before he hits the big time
but be ready. Call 8464135 and leave message!

Delta Sigma Pi - A coed
professional
business
fraternity.
Want to buy late 60's
Camaro conv. Condition
doesn't matter.

Personals
Visit
your
Career
Resource Center 427
SSB. Personal Tours available if needed MondayThursday day and evening
hours. Call for appointment. 553-5730. Ask for
ANgie or Dwan.
Delta Sigma Pi the last
active - pledge interaction
night is Sat. Dec. 3. LeI's
get to know one another
better before initiation.
See you all Saturday
night.

Paulette, you've been a
Sur·
great
associate.
passed my expectations.
Good luck with next
semester. Do whatever
you think you can handle.
The Boss (C. D.)
D.S. (Dinner Salad?) I think
you shou Id have sold the
bowling shoes. Thank you
for being a friend. C.D.
(Compact Disk).
Malik: it was wonderful
seeing the world through
your eyes. You're a great
friend. Same time next
semester when are we
going bowling? PEA.
Malik, so you don't trust
me? Now that I've made
you a media superstar.
what will you do in return?
We have to keep in touch.
C.D.

Attention Steve: If you 1)
Are graduating in Decem·
ber 2) A social work major
and 3) Attended a clinical
workshop
at
DePaul
Healthcare Center, please
call Pam 868-3360.
Cathy. Hope you had a
happy 21 5t. Get ready to
experience the landing.
You're an official adult now
so leI's get a bunch of people to act childish and get
drunk. K.K.
TOTHE ROWDIES IN THE
BLUE METAL. YOU GUYS
ARE THE GREATEST!
WHEN'S THE PARTY?
PEA.
Chris. I have wasted lots of
Classified Ad Form to write
you a personal. Can·t think
of any thing nutty so all I
want to say is 'Till we meel
again' and Take Care.
Malik.
Aimee, Thought I would
never make it to your work
to put the card on your
windshield. I'm glad I made
it. I only wish I had remem·
bered the flowers. Jerry.
Jeanne, I'll miss ya kid.
College would not have
been fun without you.
Have fun serving cookies
and coffee, and don't ever
compromise your stan·
dards in that area. C.D.
Dave K. Admit it, you're
cute, you know it, and you
love it. Stace and Angie.

Tom K. son, you've, got
.somegrowing up to do. But
stick with this game and
some day you may be ru n·
ning this show. C.D. p.s.- I
don'l really hate you, it just
looks that way. Take care
of yourself,
Cyrano: this has been a
great semester. Stop.
thanks for everything.
Stop. It was appreciated
more than you know. Stop.
You have my sincerest respect and admiration.
Stop. Funny-Girl.
To the pilgrims and all the
rest of you soapdroppers.
We're back with B·sides.
This week: Wake me when
you're done' and 'What's
with the goggles' (I didn't
mean it last time)'. Look for
the GRUMASS photo
album. Signed H'men,
Tekes, are you ready for
broomball?
Jama:, thanks for all that
you've done for us l
To those fanatical UB40
sisters, especially to the
one with the warm pen:
You guys are wierd! No,
really, I had a blast! Thanks
Beanne. You're a sweet
heart! D.
KGN1: HOW IS MERITZ?
SEEN ANY VENTURIANS
LATELY? CALL ME,LONG
TIME NO SEE! LESA.

IBEARCII _ _
o
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1. D, While Michael Dukakis did lose
the presidential election, it could be
argued that he was not the only one,
(Paul Thompson had nothing to do
with this question.)
2. The famous Robert that sang at

last August's commencement, as
reported by Paulette Amaro, was
Robert McFerrin , famed baritone.
Paulette enjoyed meeting Mr,
McFerrin , but some would say that
she would have rather intervi ew ed
Redford or Wagner.
The Smith Corona Correcting Cassette.

We've reformed the
correctionsJstem.

I

Pri:;oners of old-fashioned
correction sy:;tel1ls, freedom is
here.
Smith Corona's Correctll1g
Cassette means an end to
tv,:ists, tangles and fumbles.
It's an easy-to-load, drop-in
correction tape you can inse rt in
lllere seconds.
There are no spools to
unwind. No complicated threading. No more muttering under
\'our breath. It's that simple . .
.
What's just as simple is
our Right Ribbon System'." It
simpl:>' prevents yo u from
using the wrong combinatioll
of ribbon and correcting
cassette .
rou'll find our Correcting
Cassehe and Right Ribbon
Svstem on the Smit h Corona
sL GOO typewriter.
you'll alsn find lots of other

great features on the SL 600like the Spell-Right'" 50,000
word electronic dictionary, full .
line correction, WordEraser "
and more.
You might expect a typewriter this sophisticated to cost
a bundle, but the SL 600 is
surprisingly affordable. '}I'+,.
All of whIch makes It J ..
one of the best values
you can flIld today.
Case closed.
\

----

F0 r nore iniormau'Jn (In :hi:: produce '.\Ti t€' !O ~m i th COf'.lna Corporation. 6;-; 1.oLUSt /wenue. j\'e\\' Canaan, CT 06840
or Smith Corona (Canada L,d.), 440 Tap scotl Road, Scarborough , O. lario, Canada MlB 1\'4 ,

3. The unusual occurrence that took
place at this year's Sigma Pi sexy
legs contest was that one of those
attending, a party crasher, got
drunk and backed over two
individuals with a van. There were
no fatalities. As for the other
choices, I · couldn't tell you who
won,
4, Well , yo u can't go wrong on this
question. Mark Twain is all of
these things.

5. The answer here is A, C and D,
John Kilgore wrote in his column
that liberals get no respect, John is
one of the liberals and the last one is
a given,

6, The last University Players production was entitled "First Night."
The other choices are, respectively,
part of the title of a movie starring
Rob Lowe, the name of a really
stupid film , and an ad campaign
for beer.
7, Oxfam stands for Oxford Committee for Famine Relief. Not all
acronyms work perfectly The other
choices were produ cts of the twisted
imagination
of
the
quiz
committee.

8, The UM-St. Louis sports figure
whose picture appeared most frequently in the sports section this
3emester was volleyball player
Stephanie Hahn , Her picture
appeared severa l times, mostly in
the same po se, spiking the ball
while two Wash, U, players leapt up
to block it.

YOU QUALIFY FUn
INSTANT CREDIT!
Start makin g credit purchases UIMEDIATELYI \~e
will send you a Members
Credit Card at once
- wit!,
NO CREDIT CHECK. Uuyno\
Jewelry, :lothing,Sportlng Goods,Watches, Electronics & ~\OREI 1\11 with
installment payments ou t
of our "Giant 100+ Pa ges
Catalog." Take 12 months
to repay. Your personal
credit c ard is a -se cond
I.D.- valuable for check
cashing, etc. plus your
Students Credit Group
A-I reference will be on
file to help you obtain

other credit cards. So
send in your $5 cat al og
deposit now. (refundable
with your first order)
Erubbh r:u cm:I~ Toort l '
· IOOS S,lIj/:ldro Gumnlaed [ " , \
It)( yoor MOllO)' Blck)
.--: - "
-

.......

9. Ted Ficklen's complaints about
the U2 inserts , which we were payed
to put in the paper, centered around
their unsmiling nature and the fact
that he didn't think they were ade - .
quate role models for the young
generation, On the same page were
letters that had a central point and
made some degree of sense.

10, The Russian debate team's point
was that tlie press should act as
crusaders, as retold -in the frontpage headline some time back, The
other answers, with exception to the:
one about Gorbachev's head, have
been points made by other Russians
in the past.

11. The answer to this one is simple,
It 's E, Dickens , Regardless of the
other choices, if you don 't knowwha~
it is, it's always Dickens , The other,
choices mean nothing, except for
the last one, 42 is the answer to the
question of life , the university and
everything,

......................

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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NANNIES.
Loving, creative people needed to
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WOODY ALLEN'S
HILARIOUS COMEDY

IT
SAM
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BENTON HALL THEATRE
8001 NATURAL BRIDGE ROAD
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Women Cagers Avenge First Loss ·With 2 Wins At HOllle
by Tom Kovach
sports editor
It was her first home game of the
season,
and
Tammy
Putnam
couldn't have been in better form.
" I was extremely confident
u8cause we were on our home
floor," said the 5'10" fo r ward from
Ozark High.
Putnam proved why she was a
second team All-Stat e and first conference pick last ye ar as she scored
a team-high 18 points in a 87-60 victory over Lindenwood College.
Putnam attributes her success as
a starter to good fortune . "r think it
was because of rebounding and a little luck. Anybody can come off the
bench and do my job"
Five players, including Putnam,
scored in double figures. Kris
Wilmesher had 16 points , including
one three-pointer. Cathy Rubach
and Lisa Houska poured in ten
points, while Nancy Hopper had 11
points.
"One thing that I am happy about
is that everybody is playing
together, " H ouska remarked.
" I thought we were a little more
relaxed," Hopper said. " We played
more together and a little smarter.
The scoring was more balanced ."
But one figure that stuck out was
the number of steals against the
Lady Lions. The women pickpocketed their opponents 20 times.
Wilmes her and Houska each had
six steals.
"They made up their minds to go
out th e ir and play tough defense and
they did. They were a little more
patient on offense" Head Coach
Mike Larson said. "All the girls
played thier hearts out."
The women opened the game in a
full-court pressure trap. The Lady
Lions were caught off-guard by the
pressure and that enabled the
women to score the fir st ten points
of the game. The closest the Lady
Lions ever got was late in the second
in the first half. The score was 35-29,
but Laron 's team put an end to that,
out-scoring the Lady Lions 10-2 .
"We played better defense. It was
a matter of execution ," Wilmesher
said.
Hopper state d that in order for the
women to have a successful year,
there must be a outlet on both sides
of the court. "Our defense really
puts it into our offens e ."

Scott Brandt

KEEP AWAY:Senior Kris Wilmesher protects the ball as she looks to pass to a teammate. She is averaging 18.3 points per game this season and is only 532 points from breaking the all-time scoring record in
women's basketball.
Th e only thing that the women had
trouble with was Lila Witte. She shot
8:3';;' from the field and finished the
game with 27 points. But coach Ed
Harris saw onl y one other player,
Jami e Hensl ey, score in double
figures.
On November 28, the '.vomen beal
Culver -Stockon
70-55 .
Monica
Steinhoff s cor ed 14 points , including two th ree -pointers. \Vilmesher
h ad 13. while Houska had 10.
Lars on . however , cr iticized t he
lack of defens ive int ensity. " \Ve let
down s ome t imes. I wasn 't tot a lly
pleased with our d e fense. We came
out
and
made
some
s illy
t urnovers .. ,

The team re ce ived a scare when
Rubach went down for the basketball and turned her left knee with
5:56 left in the first half. She was
taken to the training room and
placed on a machine to slow down
the swelling. Rubach has a sore knee
and will miss some practices.
Both teams had a sluggish first
half. The Wildcats closed the gap to
15-14 early in the game , but Houska
scored the next four points and thet
was the closest the Wildcats would
get.
The women played better in the
second half, led by the shooting of
Steinhoff and the defensive efforts
of Houska and Wilmesher-: The
spark in the second half began when

Swimming Team Snares Tiger
by L.T. Summers
reporter
He was a freshman at the University of Missouri-Columbia and Brett
Woods couldn't have been more happier. He just graduated from
McCluer . High School and was a
state championship finalist in his
senior year. But something clicked
inside Woods. Life at Mizzou wasn 't
what he expected - both in and out
of school.
"The program wa s fun , but I
couldn 't make the advances in
swimming I thought I was capable of
making," Woods states. "School wa s
not progressing as it should have . I
needed a change , both athletically
and academically."
At the same time , current Rivermen swimmer Stuart Vogt swam for
the Tigers. Vogt decided to transfer
t o UM - St. Louis. Woods heard
about Vogt lea ving and since he
trained with him, Woods decided to
leave Columbia to follow Vogt and
swim und e r Swimming Head Coach
Mary Liston.
So far this year, Liston has
realized how quick and how much
Woods can push himself. " Bre tt
loves to race. Get a stopwatch on
him and he gets crazy. He is an
experienced competitor who knows
the value of a pysche to himself. He

Brett Woods
knows what he can do against
opponents. Watching him is never
disappointing. "
With a squad that had many unex
pected drop outs, Woods has
become an intergal part of the
swimming program from day one.
" I wanted him as a freshman , but ·
we did not have a sc holarship in
swimming and you always have to
convince the athlete that staying at
home is fun! That make s a difficult
package to sell ," Liston explains.
" When my sc holarship got cut , I
d ec ided to go somewhere that want-

ed me for me . Economically , living
at home is better." Woods said . "Of
course there have been changes, but
they aren't major. 'My grades on
back on track."
There is no doubt that Liston has
found a swimmer that may fit part of
a puzzle. He is hot on the heels of
Vogt and will combine with two
other freestyle swimmers to compete in the 400 free relay.
Another event that Woods can
excel in is the 50 free. No one on the
opposing te a m has beaten Woods
ye t, excep t Vogt. "They give us a lot
of possibilites. I know either one can
win the in the 50 or 100 free. Brett is
stretching his repertoire to include
the 200 free and 100 fly . The can both
swim I.M. and Brett swims the
breast stroke. I owe a lot to Mizzou
for letting them go," Liston said.
"It
is
a
total
different
atmosphere. It is fun being an important part of a team. Winnin'g feels
good, " Woods proudly states . "I
wish we had more swimmers so the
point total was better. I am happy
here and I am swimming faster. "
Woods is making his presence felt
with his personality, commitment
and competitve spirit. Liston says
that the team is glad to have Woods ,
but she jokingly said that other
teams may wish he would have
stayed in Columbia.

Hou ska dove to the flo or and made
a great pass to Steinhoff for a easy
two points. From there, the women
ran off a 8-0 spurt and never
looked back.
On November 20 , the women
travled to Topeka Kansas to play
Washburn Univeristy. The women
lost 78-71. Wilmesher scored a
game-high 26 points, while freshman Monica Steinhoff came off the
bench to score 13 points .
Against Washburn, the offense,
according to Larson, was in a rush to
get down and score often. " We would
go down and take two or.three passes
and shoot the ball. "

Scott Brandt

EASY TW9:Sop~o.mor.e l,.i$2\,Hpuska9.,Oe.s up fo':flo of ten poir:lts
. against b.indenw~€1 :-Gellege.- ast -year, Houska "'was a 'AIIFfeshman MtAA picK.. . ' . .

R ivermen Lose Season Opener
Win Next Gallle By 43 Points
by Terence Small
associate sports editor
On the heels of a very good season
last year, the Rivermen knew that
they would need outstanding per formances this year from everyone
to repeat what they had done the
year before.
But in the season opener against
Quincy College, the Rivermen
didn't do ' what it takes to have a
winning season, let alone a NCAA
playoff appearance
Poor defense and poor second
half shooting did the Rivermen in
as they lost 73-67 at the Mark
Twain Building on Nov. 18.
"We have a lot of work to do
defensively," coach Rich Meckfessel said.~'We have to work on
developing our defense."
In the first half Quincy simply
outhustled the Rivermen and
basically controlled the game in
taking a 35-28 halftime lead .
The Rivermen came out in the
second half hustling and playing
very physical down low.
Their play was highlighted by a
3-point shot by senior Jeff Wilson.
That forced Quincy to take an
e~rly timeout. .
Quincy came out and guard
David Smith assaulted the River-

men's defense by driving to the basket and forcing some easy scores.
"Number 11 (Smith) really
played well," Meckfessel s~id. " We
gambled too much on defense and
let him score too often. "
After a few traded baskets
Quincy scored eight unanswered
points on the Rivermen.
The Rivermen responded with a
four point surge of their own and
decided to use their press . Quincy,
however , ran through the press and
scored some easy baskets.
Coach Meckfessel was disappointed with the press, which ' is
something that he hcipeswill be a
strong point for the team.
.
"Our press was just awful,"
Meckfessel said. "We have to be
able to rely on the press and we
have the quickness to execute it. "
The Rivermen responded to
Quincy's press with a three-point
play by senior Kevin Morganfield.
After that point, the Rivermen
went cold as their shooting abandoned them and thev were
relegated to making . creative
shots.
"Our shooting was not very
good ," Meckfessel said.
"We
forced too many shots and shot too
soon and that made the difference
in the game."
.

The Rivermen were outshot 5
percent to 35 percent for the gam
and were outre bounded 42-30 .
Even though the shooting was no
good, Meckfessel feels that th
main concern for the Rivermen i
defense .
" Our shooting was not great bu
we could have made a few shots tha
didn't seem to want to fall, " Meck
fessel said. " Offensively , I feel w
will be all right. Defensively, l'
worried."
Senior Byron McNair said h
feels that the Rivermen need a litt!
more hustle .
"We need to be a little strange
down low," McNair said."We di
not play up to our potential."
Meckfessel was impressed wit
McNair's play underneath the bas
ket. "Byron played well," Meck
fessel said . "Of all our players, h
really played up to his potential."
Sophomore Chris Pilz led th
Rivermen with 22 points an
Morganfield added 13. Smith Ie
Quincy with 20 points and forwar
Mike Overby added 15.
Even though the Riverme
played
poorly,
Meckfesse
remained optimistic. "We didn'
See BASKETBALL, page 9

Oakland I{nocks Out
Men From Playoffs

Swing With Aerobics

by Tom Kovach

reporter

sports editor
After defeating the Lock Haven
Bald Eagles 1-0 in the first round
of the NCAA Division II playoffs ,
the men came off the field with
satisfied looks on their fa ces, but
with dirty uniforms. Rain had
fallen that night and the clouds
seemed to loom.
The Rivermen then had to travel
to Michigan to play the Oakland
University Pioneers. This time, the
field conditions were the same, yet
the result was different. Oakland
took advantage of playing on their
home turf and won 3-0.
"The weather wasn't too conducive . It benefitt e d the other tw o
teams." Coach Don Dallas said.
Earlier in the day, clouds
lingered around and rain fell. Also
_ hr;oL- winrl hnw1f>cI across the

stadium . But that didn 't affect the
Pioneers as they scored two goals in
the first half and added a nother in
the s econd.
Alan Stewart got the Pione e rs on
the board at the 26:22 mark of the
fir s t halt. He took a pass from
Sim on Mayo and beat goalie J eff
Robben. Dan O'Sh ea also assisted
on the goal.
With 52 seconds r e maining in
the half, John Stewart scored the
second goal Jf the' game. Again
Alan Stewart was in on the play ;
as s isting on the goal.
Meanwhile,
the
Rivermen
couldn't control play in their end of
the field as they did form most of
the sea so n . John Galkow Ski onlv
took two sh ot, whi le th e spe edy
Boyd Buchek could only manage
one shot. Defens ively, Robben

by Lee Conrad

Monica Steinhoff

Don Dallas

Coach, Player Honored
Along with a group of St. Louis
celebrities, men's soccer coach
Don Dallas and freshman basketball player Monica Steinhoff were
each given awards at the Multiple
Sclerosis Dinner on November 20
at the Clarion Hotel :
Dallas was given an awa rd for
excellence in college coaching in
the St. Louis area. Dallas led the

season, including a first-round
post-season 1-0 victory over Lock
Haven. In 18 years as the caoch,
Dallas has complied a record of
210-81-29
This is Dallas's second major
coaching award in the past year.
-Last season. he led the Rivermen
to a 17 wins and a berth in post -

See HONORS, page 9

Donna Wittereid, a computer pro·
grammer here at UM-St. Louis,
doesn't spend her lunch hour at the
Underground. Not for the typical
reason , though: she spends her time
teaching aerobic classes in the Mark
Twain Building. Few people know
about the classes , even though they
have been offered for some time.
"At least ten years ," Wittereid
said. "People are always coming up
to me and saying ' I didn't know they
even had these classes."'. She has
been involved with the program for
two years now.
There are usually two different
classes:
aerobics
and · aquaaerobics. This semester, Wittereid
teaches the noon-time aerobic, but
they are . both offered in ' the
evenin2.

Enrollment is never large, with a
rough average of 15-20 people. Most
of them, however , are faculty and
staff: usually only two or three
students take a class.
Lisa
Payne-Naeger,
graphic
layout specialist atthe Graphic Services Building, is in the noon-time
class . Although group exercise
makes some people self-conscious,
Payne-Naeger says, "it helps me
push myself if I am with a friend."
She says · the atmosphere is more
enjoyable than some other "yuppietype" health clubs.
Each class hasa warm-up, a cooF
down, and of course, the main
course: a half-hour of aerobicising.
"The good thing about it is you can
make it just as hard asyou want to,"
Payne-Naeger said. One class mem ~
ber said that she lost ten pounds in
one semester.

See AEROBICS, Daile 9
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made 'five saves in the game.
Once again, · Alan Stewart hurt
the Rivermen. This time he assisted a Sel Eren goal at the 70 :56
point in the second half to give the
Pioneers a 3-0 lead . Goalie Ralph
Torre didn't have a busy day, making only two saves.

"We were probably on a par this
year," Dallas said. "Offensively, it
was different. We had Mark Reiter
last year. Now we had two or three
guys . Defensively, we were strong
again."

Overall, Dallas said he feels that
the team play was on the same level
as last vear and that hnth nff"Mp.

The Rivermen set a new school
record for most wins in a season
with 18 this year.

and defense played consistently.

(t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~<1

Attention:
Advertisers and organizations wishing tq.
publish news items in the Current: the
next issue of this newspaper \ will be
published on January 16, 1989.
Deadline for ads and copy is 5 p.m.
January 13.

AEROBICS

You won't find these classes in the
are set for next semester, even
UM-St. Louis catalog because they . though there is a continuous threat
are not college credit courses . That
of the classes being cancelled. They
means that aerobics class .doesn 't
have to raise $300 per class over and
cost the standard $55.40 per hour.
above what the instructor is paid.
There is a set fee, though, in order to
One thing that may increase class
pay the instructors among other
sizes is the future renovations of the
things. In college terms , it comes
Mark Twain Building. But for now
out to be $13.50 per hour.
,Wittereid says " .. .. it's a shame we
The teachers and the class times · don't have more people involved. "

HONORS

Seaso n play. He was named NCAA
Division II National Socccer
Coach of the Year and Missouri
Intercoll eg iate Athletic Association of the Year.
Steinhoff received her award for
exce llenc e in high school .basketball. While at St. Charles
Duchesne High School , she was a
two.- time all state player. So far
th is year, she is averaging 12.3
points per game.

.Also at the banquet included
Cardinal shortstop Ozzi e Smith,
former outfielder and all-star
Andy Van Slyke (now of the
Pittsburgh Pirates) , Channel 11
baseball co lor commentator Al
Harborasky, and former Cardinal
base-stealing great Lou Brock .
Jackie Jo yne r -Kerese was chosen
as Sports Celebrity of the Year.

BASKETBALL
Quincy credit," Meckfessel said.
"But we will get better as the season
goes along."
Eleven days later, on Nov . 29 ,
the Rivermen took on Maryville
College and managed to make
everything work. They dominated
the game 79-36 before a crowd of
500 .
After starting slowly, the Rivermen picked up the pace and totally
rnntrolled the game .

· r~~~~~~~~· ~

Summer Health Sciences Program for
BI,ack Americans
Washington University
School of Medicine
Box 8001 - 660 South Euclid Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63110
For application and information
contact
Dr. Robert Lee,
Assistant Dean at 314·362·6888.
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Earn money working part time 3-5 .days
weekly making deliveries for advertising
agencies, accounting firms, law firms, printing companies and large corporations.
Must have own vehicle. Great way to earn
money to put you through school and make
contacts upon graduation.
.
Call Mike at 231-5053 from 9:00-4:00
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Defensively the Rivermen shut
down Maryville 's offense. They
outrebounded them 52-29 , shot
11 for 11 from the charity stripe
and shot 44 percent to Maryville's
30 percent from the field.
The Rivermen emptied their
bench against Maryville and
everyone scored in the game .
Chris Pilz led a balanced attack
with 14 points and Junior Von
Scales pitched in 10.
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Job Search Workshops
A series of job search workshops for college students
sponsored by Clayton Rotary Club and the Right
Associates are scheduled. Receive information on:
• Defining objectives
• Writing a resume
• Conducting information and referral meetings
• Campaign planning and implementation
• Other job-related tips
Wednesday, December 28, 1988,8:30 am-1:30 pm
Thursday, January 5, 1989.8:30 am -1:3O pm
Tuesday, January 10, 1989, 12 noon-4 pm
A recruiter from one or more of the major area companies will attend each
session. Workshops wiH be held 81222 South Central Ave., Suite 1000,
Clayton. Lunch is included. The $20 fea will be donated to PoIioPI4,S.

can Cindy Kuhlman at 725-5700 for more Information;

OW OPEN
in the
University Center Lobby
(8 1/2 x 11, white 20# bond, auto-fed)

Offer Expires; January 30,1988

Monday thru Friday

kinko's

the copy center

9 a.m. - 2 p .m.
We Will Cash
Small Personal Checks

Open Early, Open Late, Open Weekends

524-7549
University Plaza

I-70 and Florissant I{d.
8434 Florissant Rd. • St. Louis
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Finals And Holid ays
For students, the month of December signifies two things: the
advent of final exams and the arrival of the long holiday season.
Both can bring turmoil.
Final exams mark the end of the grueling semester, the
culmination of all that work that sometimes seems so futile. But
they can also bring a sense of release, of freedom when they 're
over.
The holiday season - with the harried quest for Christmas presents, the gatherings with friends and families, the madness of
shopping centers, the last minute travel arrangements - can
drive the sanest of people to the madhouse. But the holid?ys, too,
if viewed with the right attitude, can bring joy and a sense of
fellowship.
Final exams, of course, can mean the difference between passing grades and a failing ones for many students. This is bound to
create anxiety, and perhaps a nasty temper. Yet this needn't be a
time of madness and bad temper.
Viewing the goal that we all share in attaining the best education possible, students can look at finals exams as a way of
stretching themselves to their fullest potential, of expanding
themselves intellectually. Considered not as the fight to the end
with that chemistry professor who makes all his tests incoherent,
but rather as a singular oppurtunity to prove to one's self that success is worth the struggle, then the last big test can build up
confidence.
So rather than snap at the friend who always seems to be confident in his grades , consider him as a model - the good studentwho might well be emulated.
Tempers are bound to flare after the long nights of studying ,
but remember, the end is in sight - the holidays are fast
approaching.
Yet incredibly, students - as well as many other folks - seem
to view the holiday season itself with distaste. Too much commercialism, they bemoan. Too many things to do and not enough
time, they complain. Too much pressure, too much stress, too
much bustle, Perhaps.
But look on the bright side, Not only can students look forward
to a vacation from classes, they can also see old friends, visit
family members, go to parties - and most of all share the spirit of
Christmas with their fellows,
It doesn't seem to be asking too much of people during this most
joyous time of year to act with kindness and decency toward the
rest of humanity. To act wit h dignity , with love, with gratitude.
Somehow, as the years roll by, that attitude seems to have
slipped through the cracks. The shoppers at the malls seem intent
on stepping on as many toes as possible. The parties seem to
entail more boozing and less caroling. The snow seems to be
viewed with discontentment more than with wonder at its
beauty.
It doesn't have t o be that way.
People can complain all the:/ want about how badly other people might beha ve a t Christmastime. But is it not one's own heart
that holds the true secret of enjoying the holidays? Isn't it easier
to look into one's heart and find the meaning and beauty of the
season. rather than loo k at th e driver on the road next to you and
curse his driving as he hurries on his way, complaining that he
lacks the Chri t mas sp i ri t? T hink about it. And when YO U find vour
temper risin g , remember what it is that the s~ason is all
about.
So in preparing for final e xams. think about what the long hours
of studying are really all about. Don't lose sight of the goal - a
well-educated se lf. Think of it as a time of challenge, not a time of
desperation. The effort is worth it.
And if you can approach final exams with a sense of challenge
and end them w ith a s en se of joy, you can carry that same spirit
into the holiday season.
As you pr e p a re for Christmas and the New Year, carry yourself
witil dignity , Don't get caught up in the frenzy, Try to appreC'iate
the best of what the season has to offer. Look inside yourself for
the joy which the holidays can bring,
.
Make the phrase "happy holidays" more than just cant.
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Huliday Sea.son : The D iscontellt Of Our
understand me? Finally?"
---Mr. Harding, a mental patient, in
"One Flew O,,-er the Cuckoos Nest."

Golf Tips
by John Kilgore
re porter
''I'm talking abo ut my life. I can't s ee m to get
tb at tbrougb to you, I'm not just talki ng ab out
ODe per on. I'm talking about every bo dy . I'm
tat king ahout form. I'm talking ahou t cont e nt.
I'm talking abo ut interrelationsbi ps . I'm talking about God , the Devil, Hell , Heaven. Do you

The time from Thanksgiving to
New Years is, well, kinda special.
It 's a time where we all remember. We remember that it 's better to
have a house than to sleep out in the
cold. We remember that it's better
to have a famil~' than to sp e nd
Thanksgiving
and
Christmas
alone.
The summer was never like this.
In the summer we would sit in the
sun, sipping our Diet Pepsi , and
wo nde r, gazing across the pool. why
men didn't wear Hawaiian shirts to
work and why sex wasn't free.
But in the winter. In the winter we
would begin to understand. Gazing
across that frozen pond, we'd
remember that life held different
things in store for us than what we
had hoped. That life had its own

rules and that s ometim es the gam e
got very serious.
We'd remember the fall, the
dramatic ch anges . Life contained
more wond er th an we would have
ever expected in that summer heat.
Life has its own r easons . its ow n
rh yme. Life is a dr ama which all ows
us to pl ay a sm aii part.
"God ble ss u, everyon e ."
---Tiny Tim , just a kid,
in "A Chri stmas Carol"

Then there was the spri,ng. A
hillside fu ll of flowe rs, a girl in a
dress th at blows in the br ee ze .
Renewed understanding . Re ne wed
hope . Ren ewed resolve neve r to
m ake the same mistake agai.n .
But t.he promise of s um m er was
upon us. How could we resist? How
could we not hope that t h is would be
our summe r? The summer where ,
finally, all our dr eams wo uld corne
true.

~lillter
"Do you a )Piays watch for the longest day 0:'
the year andju,st miss it? I always watch for the
longest day of lbe yea r and then miss it."
·-Dai sy Buchanun, tbe girl who bad
eveT)"thing. in HThe Great Gatsby.1J

In the winter we turn our clocks
ahead. as if cheating time . As if it
t\'dl help to hurry through. As if we
can avo id winter's cold hand. As if
ttle embrace of life wouldn't,
shouldn't. include us. As if we were
so mehow
separate.
Somehow
different.
But winter reminds us that we
ar e not.
Who is no t awed by the first snowfa ll? Who does not think of fire when
the w ind howls" Who does not know
that cold a nd fear are separated by
the thinnest of lines?
The lengthening shadow knows.
Alld in the winter. it tells us.

Introspection As T h e T oughest Winter Sport
Life During
Wartime
by J . Si h
CO;ltributor
Someone should look into this,
Someone with a solid understanding
vf prysics and the nature of time.
Here is a matter that needs
careful investigation.
When I first came here in 1982 I
found that most clocks on this campus didn't show correct or even the
~ame time. I chalked this up to UMSt. Louis' financial problems. The
clocks seemed old and low-tech and,
likE:
so
much
else
here,
overworked.
I never really gave much thought
to what that old man told me , that
day when I found him sleeping under
my car in Lot D. He was raving about
black holes and time and warps in
the fabric of the cosmos. His breath

smelled of Night Train and cigarettes. I gave him a dollar and left for
lunch.
I've now discovered what he
m eant. There are sections of this
campus that swallow up minutes
and hours and wakefulness like
those truck-mounted leaf vaccuums
that our grounds keepers use to keep
[he place tidy.
A black hole, a vortex with abundant time-gravity, here, probably
one right near Lucas Hall, which has
an especially bad case. I've not only
seen wrong clocks there; I've even
lost a Swiss watch, in the second
floor restroom last year. I'm telling
you, this thing is real.
Man-made time-robbing is what
started this. As near as I can figure,
we catalyzed the reaction ourselves
and after a while the black holes
opened up under the hospitable
conditions .
Governments have fiddled with
time. They have imposed Daylight
Savings Time, time zones, and their
own brand of what "soon" is when
they owe you money,

Psychiatri st s with 50 minute
sessions invariably call them one
hour sessi ons and ch arge by the
hour. Fac tory- authorized Sony"
repair sh ops charge a sta nda rd $7 0
per hour with a minimum of one
hour charge even if they only take
ten minutes to fix your equipment.
Popular culture is presently an
exercise in the truncation of time.
3D' second sound bites of Presiden, tial candidates' speeches for radio
newscasts. Fifty fast edits in a
minute of some rock videos .
Unceasing proliferation of time-and
labor-saving fast food
uh.
outlets.
These things are not always
noticeable to most people, but so
obvious to those of us who like nothing better than sitting in a long hot
bath, dipping fig cookies in our
brandy. But I digress.
What do we do to recover lost
time?
Smashing all clocks would help ,
but not enough, And there should be
fewer days in the work week, which
should be revised from a 9 to 5 5tan-

dard to a noonish until a 6 or 7 p.m.
dinn er. Tell your boss to throw out
tnose t ime cards and replace that
thing yo u punch in on with a
s undial .
TV is an enormous time-stealer.
It can hypnotize you and leave you
with no sense of how much time has
elapsed except for when they put the
test patterns on at the end of the pro gramming schedule, Just say no to
that remote and get au t of the
house .
These black holes siphon off time.
and it has seriously affected the
quality of my life. to put it in 80s vernacular. Days feel too short and I
never get more than six hours of
sleep. Some classes feel longer than
others, yet they all claim to be 50
minutes long .. must be time warps
in the space fabric again .
People in this world are living
. with these time deficits and yet few
realize that by the year 2000 the
average hour will be only 48 minutes
long. Something needs to be done.
Soon. This is beginning to affect the
warranty on my cat.

_LETTERSLETTERSLETTERSLETTERSI~E1
University" s Bu ildin gs Ar e Filthy And A D isgrace
To the editor:
I congratulate the University of
Missouri -St. Louis on its 25th
annivcrsary. I am excited about the
new addition to the library and to
Benton and Stadler Halls . I also
enjoy the new flowers and grass
around campus which give the
university a much-needed facelift.
While J applaud our new additions
and our pretty landscaping, I also
lament the condition of the inside of
our buildings, The restrooms are in
dire need of thorough and disinfectant cleaning, especially the ladies
restroom in the Underground of the
Student Center. The smell is
overwhelming as one enters the restroom In this age of highly communicable diseases, it's not only
unsanitary to have dirty restrooms ,
but deadly as well.
The floors of the classrooms and
hallways look as if they have not
been swept, mopped , waxed or
buffed since the university was
built. The walls are also just a·s dirty
(nothing that a good coat of paint
could not fix). I ask myself, why?

My education is important and 1
chose UM-St. Louis because of its
reputation as a very good school. but
I wasn't expecting to attend classes
in such filth. I don't live this way at
home. I realize it takes money to run
the university, and apparenlty some
money has been budgeted fot maintenance because I have seen

janitoriill crews on campus. but I
haven't. seen them doing much.
I attended the Sl. Louis ComIllunity College at Mer,lil1eC this
summer and the buildings were
rlean, cleaner , cleanest. I was
almost blinded by the cleanliness.
Maybe we should contact them to
find out how the~' do it: maybe we

ran ask to borrow their cleaning
crews. If they can, so can we.
With a lot of elbow grease and a
few coats of paint. I'm sure UM-St.
Louis could clean up its act and
begin the next 25 years with a clean
house. It doesn't have to be this way
- it shouldn't be this way. there's no
excuse for it,
Norma V. Lindsay

Editorial On AID S And Morals Was Imnloral
To the editor:
I am writing in regards to the
editorial "AIDS And Morals" in the
Nov. 17 Current. It is too bad the
writer of the editorial does not know
his or her subject matter.
The writer states that "AIDS continues to afflict primarily interveneous drug users and homosexual
males who engage in· anal intercourse. " This is the same old
rhetoric: You don 't have to worry
about this disease because it only
affects gays and drug abusers.
Why no mention that worldwide,
AIDS is primarily a heterosexual

disease') I read no words about the
95 percent of hemop hilliacs who are
infected with the virus,
Noth ing was said about the
increasing infection rate among
women by llIeir male sexual
partners. What about the children?
One in 500 babies born in New York
City have the AIDS virus.
I could
011, but I think you get
the idea . The writer then winds up
his naive editorial by saying " the
component that seems to be lacking
in all the hysteria over the spread of
AIDS is a critical one - the moral
element that considers promiscuity
simply wrong."

go

You don't have to be promiscuous
to get AIDS. One sexual encounter
can do the trick , The only moral
issues in the editorial are the
morals of the writer.
Where are your concerns for the
students of UMSL? Why give them a
false sense of security? AIDS is a
serious threat that may affect their
lives. All segments of society are at
risk . To deny this is stupid. What
happened to good old-fashioned
moral sense" I don·t know, but
neither do you . Wake up.

Andy Mavros
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Vince Schoemehl
Calls For Greater
Education Funds

1980'~

by Vincent C. Schoemehl, Jr.
The University of Missouri and its. president, Peter Magrath, have been
much in the news recently.
.
Faculty have expressed dismay with saiaries that have failed to keep
pace with public universities in other states, concerns have been raised
about inadequate facilities, and resulting frustrations have been direct"d at
Magrath. getting tangled up in debates over the very leadership which has
been strenuously working to get the needed resources, however, in large
measure misses the point and diverts attention from the central
question .
. The issue is not Peter Magrath, who is in fact an outstanding educaitonal
leader. He is not responsibl!l for the chronic lack of funds for the UM system. Indeed, funding problems long pre-datec) his arrival , and he has made
progress in halting the long slide. Magrath has sought to raise our sights, an
effort which is crucial to the future of our state .
The real iss·ueis this state's unwillingness to provide the funds needed to
run the kind of university system we need to compete economically and to
provide real opportunity for our young people .
,
The future we face as citizens of Missouri is only as bright as the
economic growth of our state is strong. If we can build a diverse and
vigorous economy - one that keeps up with the swiftly changing national
and international marketJ1l.ace - we can build a community in the St. Louis
region and across the state that provides a promising and fulfilling life for
all of us.
To the extent that our economy does not grow and adapt, however, wein
Missouri will find ourselves, our families and our communities falling
behind and failing to provide the quality of life we all seek.
We must face a fundamental fact : our economic future must be built upon
a foundation of excellent higher education readily available to all. We must
also face a glaring reality: we as a people and as a state are not now meeting
this challenge. Though this state has private and public colleges and universities of strong quality, we have been systematically over the.last decade or
more failing to provide the resources and commitment - particularly to our
public institutions - that will produce the truly outstanding educational
opportunities that we need to face the 1990' s and the 21st century with
strength and confidence.
The time has come to focus on what we are doing to ourselves, our communities and our state by forcing the University of Missouri to function with
woefully deficient resources. Our penny-wise, pound-foolish treatment of
the university and our other public colleges and universities threatens to
lower our horizons as a state and rob all of us of the future we seek and
deserve.
We like to believe as Mis sourians that we are doing all right, that we are in
the middle of the pack or above nationally in most categories. We are fOOling
ourselves.
In our financial support of higher ~ducation, we as a state do a terrible job.
We rank almost at the very bottom nationally in most measures of support
for higher education - ranking which should both embarrass and scare
us.
Missouri 49th among 50 state in tax burden as a percent of income; 47th in
per capita state appropriation for higher education; 44th among the states
in per pupil spending for higher education.
Our neighbor, Arkansas (which is neither wealthy nor extravagent), is
fifth in per pupil spending for higher education. Missouri spends barely half
as much as Arkansas per stUdent and only about two-thirds of the national
average. How can we expect to provide truly fine education and prepare our
students for a challenging future when we are close to th-e bottom ofthe pack
in funding?
It is not that we cannot afford to do better. this dismal record is compiled
at a time of economic;: health in the state: Missouri is 24 th among the states
in per capita personal income. Missouri has the capability of strong commitment to education but we are allowing ourselves to drift backwards
dangerously. We do not lack the ability to do a good job of supporting higher
education; we lack the will.
This state's sad record of weak financial support for public higher education has seriously affected the entire UM system, the flagship of public
.higher education in Missouri .
A decade ago , in 1979, the UM system received 9.9 percent of the state's
general revenue budget. By 1985, that had been cut to 7.1 percent. About$90
million annually would be needed just to restore the system to where it was
in 1979.
Since tbe arrival of Peter Magrath as president, the system has inched up
to 7.4 percent of the state's general revenue budget, but the persistent
underfunding has really taken its toll- both on resour ce s for education and
:m morale within the system.
Lack of funds has cut into the heart of what the university need in order to
provide to our students a real opportunity to compete in the increasingly
technological job market.
For example , the university's resources for computing - clearly an
urgent necessity in today 's economy and tomorrow's - are now only half of
the average for other Big 8 and Big 10 schools. Libraries at the four UM
institutions need 50 percent more money just to keep up with acquisition
and staff at a standard comparable to those other schools with which we
compete.
If we cannot even provme adequate libraries and computing facilities,
how can we hope to keep up and get ahead in the rugged national and
worldwide economic competition?
Despite these obstacles , the uni versity system under Magr ath's direction
has made significant strides in important areas. Private funds to supplement public appropriations have increased 35 percent over the first three
full years of his tenure , and donations are up BO percent in the first four
months of this year compared to last.
Sponsored research - a key to the ongoing development of new
knowledge which can translate into economic health for our state - is up 34
percent in the same three years . Magrath has selected strong new chan-'
cellors for three of the campuses.
Marguerite Barnett at UM-St. Louis has brought terrific new energy and
energizing leadership not only to that campus but to the region as a whole .

~~~
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Her vision and skill have attracted major private funds to the st. Louis cam pus, launched a highly significant new cooperative Ph.D. program in bioi·
ogy with the Missouri Botanical Garden, as well as initiated new ventures in
Criminal Justice Administration, joint projects with various school districts , math and science education projects and a host of other important
new horizons.
And there have been some ra ys of hope on the state level. During the last
two years the St. Louis City and County legislators have banded together to
support funding for Partnerships for Progress and for a new science bu;ld ing, a new library addition and a computer center.
UM-St. Louis trains more of the workers in the st. Louis area than any
other institution. We are fortunate that, despite scarce resources. it has a
continuing tr adition of quality educations at the undergraduate, graduate
and professional levels.
But it is clear that this region and this state will not prosper without a
serious renewed commitment by all of us to both this campus and the other
institutions of higher education throughout the state, public and private . It
is really a commitment to the students of ths state and the future of all
of us.
Only recently, Monsanto President Earle Harbison told a busness conference that "knowledge is this nation's most valuable raw material in ito competition in the global market" and emphasized that we must view knowledge
as a product. Business is facing an increasingly worri so me gap between the

.

..

nee d for trained , skilled worker s and the available talent pool.
Our sta te faces an unpre ce dent ed economic challenge. Recently a St.
Loui s indu stry council econom ist forecast annual economic growth in the
Unite d States over the next decade of 2.7 percent - but growth of only 1.7
percent in Mis s ouri.
If the forecast is accurate, our growth rate willag behind the r est of the
country by more than a third every year and we will dig a bigger and bigger
economic hole for ourselves and our children each year. A new investment
in educational development and opportunity is urgently needed to alter thi s
dire ctio n for our st ate .
Unless we as a region and a si ate put new vigor into our high er education
efforts - major new funds - we will find that we will be left behind in the
r ace for good jobs for ourselves and our child ren .
This is a political iss ue but need not be a partisan one. Leadership from
all sectors will be needed to accom pli s h real progress - business , labor,
religious and civic, as we ll as political. It is time to end the fingerp ointing
and dir ect our efforts to providing the kinds of training, research and
technology for all of our students that will lead us to move forward
vig oro usly ,
(Vincent Schoemehl is mayor of St. Louis and a 1972 graduate of UM-Sl.
Louis. A version of this article appeared in the Nov. 22 St. Louis PostDispatCh.)
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Educating For Freedom Is Best Way To Build Campus Unity
by Clarence Thomas

Freedom is a subject that I have
had to think seriously about from
my early days growing up in
segregated Georgia, through my
professional career in law and
civil rights enforcement. The
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC), of which I
am chairman, has the responsibility to enforce the laws relating to
employment discrimation based
on race , sex, national origin,
religion, age and handicap . Thus
we have sought to bring about a
freer society, one that respects the
rights of all.
Freedom is a noble term, but it
can be reduced to a slogan when
we fail to reflect on what it truly
means. And because of our busy
schedules, we in government often

lack the leisure to think about
freedom the way we should.
Washington people rarely
' deliberate - they " strategize ."
True deliberation involves relating
today 's strategy to the enduring
moral and political first principl es
- such as freedom and equal
rights - for which this nation
stands . And that, in turn, takes
time, such as the time for leisure
. that Thanksgiving provides.
To be sure, we initially learn
moral principles in our homes,
co·mmunities and churches,but the
university is where they ought to
be examined and refined.
Yet as I reflect on the decisions
I have had to make, and the political and interest group pressures I
and others in governnment have
. faced, I realized the deficiency of
my higher education in freedom -

despite the fact that I attended a
fine university and law school.
Somehow, those years of education
failed to relate the commandments learned at home with
the life of the mind at college.
Our free nation presupposes,
and depends upon, citizens ready
to deliberate on the great public
.issues. Ideally, higher education
helps produce such citizens, but
from my experience both as a student and a college trustee, I fear
that much of the college experience is irrelevant to this great
purpose.
One way that students can
recover the proper attitude toward
freedom is through reading
thoughtful and stimulating books. I
recently completed James
McPherson 's "Battle Cry of
Freedom," a current best-selling

history of ttie Civil War that makes
clear that freedom was t he real
object of the war.
The unappreciated statesmanship of Lincoln, who revive d
the nobility of American prin ciples, shines through the smoke
and din of battles . For me, this
was one of a few books that has
brought to life the importance of
the past for understanding who we
are today .
But is is not principally lack of
·books - for Western civilization is
full of Great Books - that
lIccounts for the campus's indiff~rence to freedom.
The failure lies more in our
colleges' inability to take seriously
their role in the improvement of
character. After all, free men and
women are people of established
standards and responsibility .

)

Freedom for them is not simply
another "vaulue jedgment" or
taste . It is an indep endent way of
life, which knows the difference
between passing fads and enduring
principles.
Yet because of indepen den ce of
judgment, the partisan of fr eedom
is generous and can choose well
the b ~\s on which he or she desires
to interact with others.
To elaborate on my theme of
education for freedom , let me add
that nothing pains me more than
to hear the complaints of black
college students who encou nter
sporadic episodes of racial discrimination and then want to give
up. I sym pat hize. But I would also
maint ain that the press ures on
bla<;k stUde nts are essentially the
same now as they were 20 years
ago, when I was an undergraduate,

though they have been intensified
by racial preference schemes .
This observation in no way
denies t he need to combat discrimination . Nonetheless, the fact
the bl acks will face racial discrim ination throughout life is no
reason for cynicism about black
chances of success at colleges
with predominantly white
students; to think it otherwise is to
produce a self-defeating result.
If liberal arts colleges wer true
to their name, they would
encouarge education in principle
liberty, one that cultivates character as well as intellect. Such a
freedo m would be a college's
greatest source Of ur1jty. ~h" I'l!ian
of m inds and friends . .
(Ciarence Thomas Is chairman of
the Equal Employment Opportu~ity Commission in Washington.)
\
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ARMY ROTC
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THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
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COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
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Army ROTC offers qualified students twoyear and three-year scholarships that pay
for tuition and required educational fees
and provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies,
You'll also receive up to a $1000 grant
each school year the scholarship is in
effect. So find out today if you qualify.
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